
CHAPTER ONE

INTRO DUCTION

Agricultural extension plays a vital role in assisting rural people in

improving their farming techniques and methods to increase farm

productivity. One major objective of the Agricultural Extension

Service is to improve the quality of the farmers' life through

sustainable agriculture. TI is may necessitate a change in their

attitudes and practices if they constrain their production or

degrade their productive resources. For the purpose of upgrading

farmers' living conditions, the extension services launch various

extension programs throughout the country. The effectiveness of

agricultural extension depelds 01 the speed with which improved

practices and methods are adopted by the farmers and the overall

impact it has in increasing productivity and improving income

levels. The extension work,:r in the capacity of a catalyst helps to

change the attitude and of tlook of farmers to a point where they

become responsive to new ideas and innovations. To achieve these

objectives, certain extensio i methodologies are implemented in Sri

Lanka's peasant agriculturt



Agricultural extension has made important contributions in

promoting agricultural deve lopment and increasing food production

in Sri Lanka. Its effective operation is important for thousands of

farm families and for all consumers of agricultural products. No

agricultural extension servi:es work as effectively as their leaders

would wish, partly because of prevailing weaknesses in the system,

and malpractices experierr:ed by the Department of Agriculture

[DOA] and its Provincial Departments of Agriculture I PDOAsd. This

research study is directed towards increasing active farmer

participation in agriculture I extension and research activities, in

order to make suggestions to improve the existing agricultural

extension system in Sri Lanka.

NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Development of the peasar t agricultural sector, and of rural areas

in general, is affected by the agricultural policies and the

approaches experienced by the responsible agencies in the country.

Many factors contribute to the impact on the performance and

efficiency of rural agricultural sectors, and the implementation of

agricultural extension pros rams. One important factor influencing

the effectiveness of the agricultural  extension are the policies

actions and rules of the g )vernment implemented in order to meet

national development goals which shape the economic

environment in which extelsionists and farmers make decisions.



To a large extent, the ca alysts for the success of the extension

programs are the extensior workers who live among the clientele

and understand their immeiiate educational needs. Clientele of the

agricultural extension are farmers, and members of farm families

who support or are involves in agricultural activities. How well the

extension agent functions s a catalyst depends upon the problems

encountered by the extension worker in performing his/her duties.

To maintain a successful extension system, the constraints on the

performance of the extens on worker have to be overcome. Even

though institutional constraints are solved, linkage between the

clientele and the extension agent should be strengthened. A good

relationship between the t No parties -- extension and the farmer

-- and also involvement or active participation of farmers in village

extension programs are crucial.

The primary purpose of this research study is to identify the

potential of the participa ory research approach for agricultural

extension, in order to increase active involvement of the small

farmers in extension educational activities carried out by the

Extension Services of the Department of AgriculturelD0A1 and its

Provincial Departments ( f Agriculture[PDOAs] in Sri Lanka.

Attempts	 are	 made	 tc	 investigate	 participatory	 research

approaches followed by adult educators and social researchers in

different developing	 ccuntries	 in	 community	 development

activities, for the purpose of understanding the potential of a

participatory research approach for agricultural extension. This

study also seeks to exam ne some of the mechanisms by which

agricultural extension and research divisions of the DOA function in

rural agriculture and to rrake some recommendations where there



is an apparent opportu city for improvement in line with

participatory research app -oaches.

This research is an explorLtory study which focuses on the current

practices of agricultural extension in Sri Lanka, and the

Participatory Research Aperoach1PRA 1 as a vehicle to fulfil rural

farmers' agricultural extension needs.

BACKGROUND TO THE PROBLEM

The Training and Visitsr&V1 agricultural extension system has

been in operation in Sri Lanka since 1976, with several deviations

from its initial concepts. This system was based on a triangular

relationship between agricultural researchers, extension workers,

and farmers. The major purpose of the T&V extension system was

through massive transfer o techlology: to bridge the gap between

the modern technology which evolved at research farms of the

DOA, and that practised t.) the majority of traditional farmers.

Under the system, the structure of the agricultural extension

service was based on the number of farm families which one

Village Extension Workerr7EW1 could reasonably expect to cover,

and the total number of fare, families. The number of farm

families which the VEW cn)uld cover was approximately 600 -- 900.

The Agricultural Instructoi Al 1 covered a larger area, and within

his area, he supervised 3 to 6 Village Extension Workers.
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In 1989, due to a govern rent policy decision, the whole Village

Extension Worker service was absorbed into the Village Headman

Service under the Divisi anal Secretary of another government

department, with the Vi lage Extension Worker designated as

Village Headman. Therefore, the DOA and its PDOAs lost their

grassroots level extension agents. The government expected that

the whole of the Village Headman Service (newly-recruited Village

Headmen, as well as existi Ig Village Headmen) could carry out the

administration work, as well as different extension activities such

as agriculture, animal hu ;bandry, community health etc., within

the village. But Divisions I Secretary (who is the administrative

head of the Village Headman Service), is responsible only for the

administrative work in an area. As extension agents see the

problem, the Divisional Se ;1-etar} ignores other extension activities.

The Assistant Director of Agriculture, who is responsible for the

agricultural extension activities in an area, attempts to co-ordinate

Divisional Secretary and \ illage Headmen in agricultural extension

activities. But it is accepte i that there is no significant contribution

from the Village Headmen to the agricultural and other extension

activities in the area. Unfortunately, the sudden government policy

change drastically	 damaged	 the	 total	 agricultural	 extension

services in the country. At present, Agricultural Instructors also

have to carry out the work load of the former Village Extension

Workers, due to Village Headmen's less or non-participation in

agricultural extension. This conflict situation badly affects the

extension activities in the ‘ield.



Due to a lack of agricultural extension workers in the field, the T&V

extension system is part lysed throughout the country. In an

attempt to overcome the Agricultural Instructor's problems the

PDOA decided to select same v Wages in Als' areas to carry out

extension programs with much effort. Those villages are considered

as central points (nucle tr villages) to disseminate improved

technology. The full extension force is focused on those areas and

farmer-to-farmer extension is encouraged. At present, the

agricultural extension agents identif y the field problems and

existing resources in the particular villages, and prepare extension

programs. As part of that, extension staff prepare some small scale

agricultural development projects on behalf of the rural farming

community in those selected areas. The PDOA launched this system

for five years. Some agricultural projects were very successful, but

the majority were not sc. Even though extension workers pay

greater attention to agri cultural extension projects which are

implemented for the beneFit of farmers, from the farmers' side,

extensionists do not see farmers' active participation in agricultural

extension programs.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

Because of low farmer p trticipation in extension activities, field

extension workers would not maintain their enthusiasm, and would

be discouraged in extension activities. It seems to the author that

there is a need for examination of the present agricultural
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extension system, the responses of the small farmers, and

prevailing weaknesses in thesystem, because, this problem is

critical in agricultural extension in the country.

With the limited manpower the extension services have to cater for

the rural farming communities. Therefore increase of farmer

participation in agricultural extension is essential to overcome the

existing challenge.

The research study is guidt d by the following key question.

How can the participatory  research approach be applied to increase

the active participation  of farmers in agricultural extension 

activities in their villages? 

RESEARCH PROCEDURES/METHODOLOGY

This research study makes use of qualitative research method. The

author relies on his personal experience as a senior agricultural

extension worker, and limited available literature to examine the

present situation of the agricultural extension in Sri Lanka. General

literature on participatory research and critiques are used and

compared with the existin; extension system. Case studies which

have been conducted in different countries and their applicability

to the Sri Lankan situation is also taken into consideration. This

study explores the releva tee of the application of participatory
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research principles for Sri Lanka's rural agricultural extension.

Main sources of inforn ation for the study are:

(a) A wide-ranging review of relevant literature is undertaken

during the theoretical phase of the study.

(b) Experiences gained by the author through fifteen years of his

service as an extension worker, are utilised for the study.

IMPORTANCE AND SIG1N IFICANCE OF THE STUDY

The significance of this research to the extension services in Sri

Lanka and in particular, to the, author is important. This study

breaks new ground in identifying the problems encountered with

low participation of farmer; in ',Lgricultural extension activities, and

exploring how a participatory research approach could be utilised

in rural agricultural extension in the country to overcome these

problems.

As a consequence, the study presents information not available in

the research literature about the sources and prevalence of farmer

participation or participatory research approach in agricultural

extension in Sri Lanka.



As for the author, who is attached to the agricultural extension

service in Sri Lanka, this s udy is of special significance. The author

believes that putting the farmer's agendas first, whether in

agricultural extension or research is crucial in order to increase the

active participation of farmers in 	 agriculture development

activities.

Similarly, the findings would he of value to the political and

administrative leaders also . Future rural farmer approaches may

be better informed and lead to improvements in agricultural

extension and research.

The study may well be rtdevLtni to other developing countries in

similar situations and may suggest possible lines of action for them.

The study may he useful to agricultural researchers who conduct

research for rural develop Went.

This may contribute to the expanding body of literature on

participatory research approach in rural development in Sri Lanka,

and in other developing countries (with similar situations) as well.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

It is necessary to collect all th;, available literature to provide a

background and context for this study. It is found that literature on
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participatory	 research	 approaches	 undertaken	 for	 rural

development in Sri Lanza is very limited. Also, very few

publications are available regarding agricultural extension in Sri

Lanka. Information abou agricultural extension and research

practises in rural agriculase in Sri Lanka relies heavily on the

author's experience.

The focus of the study is Dn the concepts of participatory research,

current practices of the extension and research divisions of the DOA

and PDOA s, and perceptions of agricultural extension workers,

small farmers, and agric ultural researchers. With the limited

budget and time, the author is unable to gather information from

them. Therefore, the perc,Ttions of above three groups in rural

agriculture in Sri Lanka ire expressed by the author, combined

with ideas of some colleag JCS al-, out their experiences.

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

Chapter One introduces the research study. It briefly describes the

purpose of the study, the research problem, and how the problem

developed within the past few years in the field of agricultural

extension in the country. It rehearses the methodology used to

research the problem, hov and why the research is important to

the DOA and PDOA, to th,! author, and to the policy makers of the

country as well. The problems met by the author are mentioned

under the section of limita ions.
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Chapter Two presents the context of the study in greater detail

than is provided in the introduction. It provides an overview of Sri

Lanka's agricultural back pound, the main functions of the DOA as

a major agricultural extensi in education provider and the PDOAs as

its sister departments. It also describes how the agricultural

extension system gradually changed due to the government's policy

changes, and the need of new strategies for agricultural extension.

Special attention is given to the Training and Visit IT&V

agricultural extension system as the most recognised extension

system in Sri Lanka which survives up to the present time, existing

in many deviated forms.

Chapter Three provides an overview of the theoretical framework

for the study focussing on participatory research approach. Initially

it discusses realisations about the ineffectiveness of community

development programs lau ached for the rural poor in the Third

World Countries which were designed by the 'experts' on behalf of

the people.	 It emphasises the importance of the people's

participation in communi y educational research programs, not

people as respondents but as experts in their own context, and also

participatory research as educational change and action [or the

development of oppressed people.

Chapter Four continues the cour terpoint by exploring the literature

on the application of par icipatory research. Several case studies

which have been undertaken in some countries (relevant to the Sri

Lankan conditions) in community development are included to

examine the relevance of partic . patory research approaches to the



Sri Lankan rural farming situations. Some participatory research

methods (among a numbe of methods being practiced by adult

educators) are also briefly mentioned in this chapter.

Chapter Five examines it greater detail the existing agricultural

extension and research activities in rural agriculture in Sri Lanka,

and compares these with the concepts of participatory research

principles in order to discover more precisely what strategies could

be adapted by the agricultural extension services in Sri Lanka in

order to improve farm( r pa -ticipation in rural agricultural

extension activities.

In the final chapter, the conclusions of the research study, and a

discussion of recommendat ons for improved agricult Lira I extension

in rural Sri Lanka is presented.
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C HAPTER TWO

BACKGROUND AND HISTORICAL ANALYSIS

SRI LANKA AT A GLANCE

Sri Lanka (or Ceylon as it then was), had been ruled by the British

as a crown colony from 1802 to 1948, when it became independent.

Since then, the country has been governed by several democratic

governments elected by thc . people.

It is a tropical country in the Indian Ocean and is separated from

the Indian mainland by the Pork Strait. Its total area is 65,610

square kilometres and the total land area is 64,454 square

kilometres [Department of Census and Statistics, 19941. According

to provisional estimates, Sri Lanka's population in 1993 has been

estimated at 17.62 minim ' (Table 1). A striking feature of Sri

Lanka's demographic struc ure k the high proportion of children

under 15 years of age -- 43 per cent of the total population. In the

developed countries, this group is. not more than 22 to 30 per cent

of the population. Also, the geographic distribution of population of
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1 9 871984 1986 1988 1990 1991 1992

15.60 15.84 16.13 16.59 16.9916.37 16.81 17.25 17.41 17.62

Sri Lanka is very uneven. Nearly 70 per cent live on about 30 per

cent of the land in the so-called Wet Zone [Ponnambalam, 19811.

Table 1.

ESTIMATED MID YEAR POPULATION (in millions)

(Source: Department of Census and Statistics, 1994)

Sri Lanka is characterised by lowlands near the coast and in the

northern central part of the island, while a mountain area with

peaks up to 2,524 metres is located in the southern central region

of the countrylOhrling,197; 1.

For administrative purposes the island is divided into 9 provinces

(Figure 1). Each province is sub-divided into 2 - 4 districts;

altogether there are 24 districts in the country. The Central

Government has decentra ised its administrative power to the

Provincial Councils since 1988. Each Provincial Council has its

Provincial Departments which are closely related to particular

departments at the national level.
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SRILANKA

NOP.TH ERN

SABAF A
7,1IT.51r.A

(source: Surveyor General's De )artmen t)

Figure I: PROVINCES OF SRI LANKA
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ECONOMIC BACKGROUND

The Sri Lankan economy t independence in 1948 was a relatively

open economy which compared with other South Asian and South

East Asian countries had achieved remarkable standards of living

both in terms of per capita income as well as in the quality of life

as measured by certain criteria [Lal, and Rajapatirana, 19891. At

present, living conditions of the people in Sri Lanka is not the same.

Increasing population, slov, growth of national production, uneven

distribution of resources to rural areas, and some other social and

political constraints results in increasing rural poverty in Sri Lanka.

The country's economy is predominantly an agricultural economy

with over 65 per cent of the population and labour force dependant

on agriculture for income and employment [Central Bank of Sri

Lanka, 19941. In the mid 1970s, the agriculture sector accounted

for about 32 per cent of the gross national product1GNP1 whereas

the industrial sector contributed only 13 per cent. In the early

1980s, the contribution from the agricultural sector decreased to 77

per cent whereas the indit;trial sector increased its contribution to

15 per cent [Central Bank of Sri Lanka, 1976-841.

More than 80 per cent of the island's export earnings depend on

the agricultural sector whit h accounts for 50 per cent of the total

employment of the country [Department of Census and Statistics of

Sri Lanka, 1994]. The abo 'e facts show that the agricultural sector
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continues to dominate the economy of Sri Lanka. Comprehensive

and contemporaneous st ttistics about poverty of the 	 rural

population do not exist. The World Bank Report, 1991, indicates

that the earning of the rur d population (about 20 per cent) receive

only 7.5 per cent of the total income in Sri Lanka.

If we had to identify a hard core of poverty, we would find

it amongst those people whose per capita incomes were less
than the nutrition-based minimums 	  in doing this
we exclude not only ar y "luxuries" but also necessary items

of private and social consumptions such as housing, health

arid education [Johnson, 19831.

Throughout	 the	 rural	 areas	 in	 Sri	 Lanka,	 seasonal

underemployment is the ay e, followed by short spells when labour

shortages prevail. The situ ition is worse where there is one crop

planted and harvested annually. By all accepted criteria, Sri Lanka

is one of the 35 low-income countries of the world 'United Nations,

1990].

RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Programs for the developrr ent of rural areas were initiated in Sri

Lanka as early as 1950s. Since then necessary institutional

arrangements were establi lied to provide resources to the rural

people.
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69.0 77.1) 78.5 87.2 89.7

80.7 85. 7 85.6 91.2 91.5

55.5 67. 70.9 83.2 87.9

1 9 i 1971 1981

The country has made cor siderable progress in the field of social

development. The free education and health services have resulted

in a high literacy rate of 90 per cent (Table 2) and average life

expectancy at birth of 68.5 years for males and 72.6 years for

female [United Nations, 19')0]. Decrease of mortality rates from the

year 1955 to 1992, also shows an enormous improvement in health

services in the country (Table 3).

Table 2

ESTIMATED LITERACY IMPROVEMENTS

(Source: Department of Census and Statistics., and Central Bank of Sri Lanka)

It is hardly necessary to ;ay that urban populations tend to have

better educational opportt nities than do rural people. For one

reason, teachers generally trained in urban institutions and coming

from urban backgrounds rarely prefer to go out into the

countryside to work i f urban alternatives are available.

Furthermore, children of r iral families are often kept at home to
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r.e a
	

Numb
	

Year
	

Number

1955 46.0 1980 24.0

1960 49.0 1985 15.4

1965 47.0 199() 13.4

1970 34.0 1991 8.5

1975 27.0 1997 9.51

help parents in their fat ms, and the schools may be several

kilometres away from theii homes.

Table 3

FOETAL DEATHS (per 1000 live births	 still births)

(Source: Department of Census and S atistics)

Despite significant achievements made in social services in Sri

Lanka, rural poverty has it creased during the past few decades.

Despite the notable achievements in social development as
reflected in such indicators as literacy and life expectancy,
poverty has continued to characterise the life of about 50
per cent of the total population in Sri Lanka. The co-
existence of a highly literate population on the one hand,
high incidence of coverty, unemployment and under
employment on the other, has emerged as a major challenge
that society had to cope with 1Tilakaratne, 19901.
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This problem developed over the years, mainly due to the

conventional policies anti strategies adopted to address the

problems of rural poverty.

The dominant approach to rural development adopted in Sri Lanka

over the past several decades consisted of two basic elements:

(a) delivery of a comp rehensive package of developmental

services; and

(b) attempts to mobilise rural communities into government

sponsored organisational frameworks.

The delivery package usual y consisted of

- physical infra structura	 services such as roads, irrigational

schemes, school buildings, health centres, community centres ., and

- provision of productive it.puts and services such as transfer of

government-owned land t: the landless, subsidised agricultural

inputs, agricultural exten ;ion/advisor y services, credit facilities

with low interest rates, mm rketin ,z assistance for rural produce, and

cash subsidies for plantinl. of perennial crops such as tree fruits

and forest plants.

A vast number of government officers at the district, divisional,

and village levels manage this extensive delivery system.
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In addition to the delivery packages, the government also sponsors

a number of rival commt nity organisations such as Co-operative

Societies, Farmer Organisations, Rural Development Societies,

"Gramodaya Mandar]Village Awakening Councils], which are

expected to play a dual -ole acting as intermediary between the

government delivery system and the community, as well as

autonomous agencies to mDbilise the communities for development

activities based on self-help.

AGRICULTURE IN SRI LANKA

Agriculture in Sri Lanka consists of distinct sub sectors which

include plantation crops, food crops, spices, and the livestock sector.

Plantation crops are the most traditional commercial type of

agricultural enterprise, inc uding tea, rubber, and coconut. Spices

are promoted especially f)r export markets rather than domestic

consumption. But production of spices have been limited recently

due to depressed international prices. Food crops include a wide

array of grains, tubers, f-uits, and vegetables, which are grown

almost exclusively by sn-illl-scale farmers throughout the country.

The one principal crop amoig them is rice (Table 4).
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Manioc221,836 3 4, 2 10

Chillies194,550 30,460

416,423 

803,580

Maize 27,720

Green gram 26,450

■■•

Table 4

CULTIVATED EXTENTS OF SOME MAJOR CROPS IN 1992 (in

hectares)

(Source: Department of Census and Si at istics

According to these statistics, the agrarian structure of the country

shows a dualistic pattern: t well developed plantation sector and a

small-scale subsistence sector. Those two sectors have co-existed

for more than 150 years in virtual isolation from one

another[Karunati lake, 19711.

Since the 1960s, the share of agriculture in public expenditure has

been raised in order to modernise agriculture and raise its

productivity Agricultural policies in Sri Lanka were mainly

directed towards the export and paddy sector during the past.

Subsidiary crop production was neglected until 1970s. Present

agricultural policies of Sri Lanka have been formulated on the

following two major object yes;

- crop diversification and export promotion in the plantation,

spices, and floriculture secs or, and
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- import substitution and self-sufficiency in the peasant agriculture

sector.

Rainfall has been the dominant factor in agricultural activities in

the island. The Wet Zone :eceives 2000 to 5000 millimetres of rain

whereas the Dry Zone receives 1250 to 1825 millimetres a

year[Johnson and Scriver, or, 19811. It is rainfall rather than

temperature that determines seasonality in Sri Lanka. Agro-

ecological zones are charac:erised by the rain fall and the elevation

of the area (Figure 2).

The country has several newly built major irrigation schemes, and

ancient minor irrigation tanks as well. Particularly all irrigation is

for the rice crop, two thirds of the area of which is in the Dry Zone

of the country.

THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND ITS FUNCTIONS

In addition to several alli( d agencies which are rendering services

for the development agriculture, the Department of

Agriculture1D0A1 plays a crucial role in the development of this

sector, especially peasant subsistence agriculture. The DOA is

responsible for supporting the development of food crop

production and utilisation in the country.
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Figure 2: AGRO-ECOLOGICAL REGIONS OF SRI LANKA
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Over the past twenty five years the DOA implemented systems for

developing and transferring technology to a vast number of small-

scale farmers, increasing paddy cultivation and yields to satisfy the

majority of national demand. In more recent years, the DOA has

had some success increasing production of other food crops such as

green gram and cowpea.

The DOA is responsible for all seed and planting materials

certification, pesticide regi ;tration, and plant quarantine regulation.

These responsibilities include not only food crops, but also the

plantation sector, and all other agricultural sub sectors.

The long-term objective o the DOA is promotion of appropriate

agricultural technology throughout the country with a view to

alleviating the economic an i social conditions of the rural farmers.

The immediate objectives of the DOA are to:

(1) carry out innovative e> periments and create new technology;

The DOA maintains Region.11 Agricultural Research CentresIRARCI in

each agro-ecological region (figure 2), and sub stations under

RARCs. Researchers attached to those institutions conduct station

research in the research rms as well as adaptive research in the

farmers fields.
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(2) disseminate agricult Jral technology among the farming

community in the country;

The DOA and its Provincial Departments of Agriculture[PDOAs] have

their In Service Training Institutes[ISTIs] in each agro-ecological

region such as Regional Agricultural Research Centres[RARCs]. The

ISTI keeps close contact with the RARC in the particular region.

Subject Matter Specialists[ MSs1 in the ISTI gather all necessary

information and research 'indings from the researchers, and then

establish demonstration plots in the training fields of the ISTI, and

conduct training programs for the extension workers in the region.

Responsibility of providi ig training programs to upgrade the

technical knowledge of t ie extension field staff comes to the

trainers (SMSs) of the IS — I. The extension field staff bring these

technical messages to the farmers through farmer training classes,

field demonstrations, field days and other communication channels.

(3) produce quality seeds Ind other planting materials to distribute

among the farmers;

The DOA guarantees to sur ply at least 10 per cent of the total seed

requirement in the coun -ry. Its Seed Production Farms' SPFs1

produce quality seeds as well as other planting materials and

distribute them throughout the country in order to maintain the

prominent characters of tre crop varieties such as higher yields,

tolerance for pests etc. The DOA also makes necessary

arrangements to produce seeds And some other planting materials

by contract farmers on their own farms, under the supervision of

the extension workers. SPF gives the assurance for the contract
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farmers to purchase their c uality products at higher prices.

(4) supply other services;

Seed certification, plant quarantine and plant protection are some

of other services given by the DOA for the development of

agriculture in the country.

Over the last three decades the DOA has given a great deal of

attention to agricultural extension and research as major avenues

for providing technical assistance to large numbers of small

farmers.

THE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE IN SRI LANKA

Since its inception in 192 L[Abeywardane, 19821, the basic mission

of Agricultural Extension Service( AES I has been one of adult

education in agriculture. The education of people especially the

rural farming community -- using non formal approaches, was

designed to help them improve the quality of their lives, and also

to help them develop pr 3blem -solving techniques, conserve and

use national resources, increase agricultural production, and build

better communities.

Agricultural extension is essential for promoting agricultural

development. It is concerned with the transfer of technology

and narrowing the gap between knowledge and its

application in the field, hence its importance cannot be
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underestimated. In developing countries which are
predominantly agricultural, governments have therefore,
established extension services in order to produce the
required food and other commodities, provide employment

to the growing populat on and bring about improvements in
their social and economic conditions I Natesan,19841.

Until the 1970s, agricultural extension had not been receiving the

attention and support it deserved. It was thought that the

development of technology was most important and that once this

was available, it would somehow or other spread among the

farmers. Extension in many cases in the past, did not have clear and

well defined roles and required backing from the research. Mostly

individual farmers were cont,icted by extension agents. The

coverage of clientele by ',in extension worker was extremely thin,

and extension staff were called upon to perform a multipurpose

role subjected to multiple subordination.

Since its beginning, the agricultural extension service had

grown gradually both in man power and facilities though no

significant changes tlmt had been made in the extension

methodology adopted. -'‘or want of a better terminology to

describe the methods t sed, it could be called an 'Ad Floc'
system of extension. T sere neither existed effective linkages

with research and development nor an effective system of

technical back stoppi ig to support the extension staff

[Abeywardane, 19821.

Some of the shortcomings of the earliest system of extension were

the isolation of research, recommendations being inappropriate to

the technical and socio-economic problems of farmers, poorly

organised extension servi .:es with multipurpose functions, poor

supervision and monitoring, and low competencelNatesan,1984:981.
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It was with a view to overcoming such constraints that the DOA

launched a new system c f Training and VisitIT&VI agricultural

extension in the country.

THE TRAINING AND VISIT EXTENSION SYSTEM

This model was introduced to Sri Lanka in 1976 and was

established island wide in 1979, with financial assistance of the

World Bank. The T&V agricultural extension system had been

widely adopted in the 19-0s and was being used in at least 40

countries[Benor, 19871. Within the World Bank's overall lending for

agriculture, and particularly for rural development and poverty

alleviation, substantially increased financial and staff resources

have been directed to improving extension 	 services and

strengthening	 agricultural	 research.	 The	 total	 numbers	 of

agricultural extension staff ire given in Table 5.

The basic goal of the TLV system was to build a professional

extension service that is capable of assisting farmers in increasing

agricultural production and their income and of providing

necessary support for the development of agriculture.
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Table 5

STAFF OF THE EXTENSION SERVICE IN THE DOA (1986)

A41
	

N u b e r

Assistant Director
	 38

Agricultural Officer
	 95

Agricultural Instructor
	

527

Subject Matter Officer
	 23 1

Village Extension Worker 
	

2307

Total
	

3198

(source: Surawecra, 1987)

The fundamental principles of the T&V system included:

(1)	 professionalism;

The extension service must be professional in all senses. It

maintained close contacts with agricultural researchers in order to

collect technical information that would be useful to farmers.

Extension workers had to identify production constraints and to

advise farmers how to overcome them or convey unsolved

problems to researchers. Professional ly trained extension agents

could build credibility witl in the farming community.
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(2) single line of command;

Since the beginning of the T&V agricultural extension system in Sri

Lanka in the 1970s, the \N, hole agricultural extension service in the

country was operated by th., Extension Division of the DOA (Figure

3). Duputy Director (Extension ) was responsible for agricultural

extension activities in the country, and was also the administrative

leader of the entire extension service. For management purposes,

Assistant Directors of Agriculture! ADAs1 were appointed for each

district. The overall off icer-i n -charge -- administratively and

technically -- for the Agricultural Officers, Subject Matter Officers,

Agricultural Instructors, 	 nd Village Extension Workers in the

district was the ADA. This direct linkage of management procedure

was followed by the [)OA in order to build an efficient

communication channel foi technology dissemination. The flow of

technical	 information	 in	 the	 line of command	 prevented

disturbance and distortion. It also provided a channel for feedback

from the field level to the national level.

The DOA also maintained several other divisions to supply services

for the agricultural extens on activities such as seed certification,

plant protection and plant quarantine, supply of seeds and planting

materials and so on.

Agricultural extension services to farmers must be

unified under a ;Ingle line of command within an

appropriate mini ;try or department. Support is

required from research and education facilities as well

as other agricultural services from different agencies,

but all extension staff should be administratively and

technically responHble to only one body 1Benor, in

Rivera, 19871.
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Director of Agriculture

Dep. Director	 DD(Research)	 DD(Farms)
(Extension)

Asst. I)irector(Ext.)	 AD
	

AD
	

AD
(District)

Agric. Officer	 AO	 AO	 AO
(Area)

Agric. Instructor	 AI
	

AI
	

Al	 AI
(Range)

Village	 VEW	 VEW	 VEW	 VEW
Extension
Worker

I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1	 I	 I
Farmers'	 FG	 FG	 FG	 FG	 FG	 FG	 FG
Group

Figure 3: FORMER ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE

EXTENSION SERVICE OF THE DOA
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(3) concentration of e Tort;

Concentration of effort \vas a fundamental principle of T&V.

Extension workers devoted full effort to extension. They were not

responsible for supplying, agricultural inputs, data collection,

processing of credits or ar y oth,r activities not directly related to

extension. But they advised farmers how to fulfil those

requirements where it was necessary. If they were involved with

non-extension activities, 	 would dilute the technical focus of

agricultural extension.

(4) time-bound work;

Farmers had to have techn cal advice and assistance from extension

workers in a regular and timely fashion. The extension worker

visited his/her 'contact farmers' cn a fixed day that was known by

farmers. All extension workers made timely and regular field visits

to fulfil their tasks. Su )ject Matter Officers( SMOs) discussed

technical	 recommendations	 in	 the	 monthly dialogues and

conferences,	 and	 subset uently	 trained	 extension	 agents

Agricultural Instructors! Als and Village Extension Workers! VEWs]

-- in fortnightly training s...ssions. The regularity and frequency of

field visits, research/exter sion dialogues, and extension training

sessions also ensured the opportunity for frequent feedback from

the field to extension mat agemc nt, research and other agricultural

services.
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(5) field and farmer orientation;

Contacts with farmers were on a regular basis, and directly with

farmers representing all major farming conditions and socio-

economic conditions of the community. In addition to the regular

contacts between extension worker and the farmer, all other

extension staff(including higher level supervisors), as well as

researchers and others involved in agricultural services, had

frequent exposures to the yield	 ctiv ities.

(6) regular and continuous training;

Regular and continuous training of extension agents was essential

to educate them about i he production recommendations to be

discussed with farmers, and to upgrade the general professional

skills. The cumulative total of regular and practical training could

improve the knowledge and ability of the extension staff.

Moreover, regular training sessions were a scheduled venue for

feedback between farmei s and agricultural services, and for

extension staff to exchange information and help them to share

their experiences.

(7) two way linkages between agricultural extension and

research;

Problems faced by farmers which could not he tackled by extension

field staff and their SMOs were quickly forwarded to research.

Technical improvements developed by research were quickly fed

into the extension system to be discussed with farmers. Regular
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research-extension meeting s ensured that interaction took place

with sufficient frequency to ensure impact. Rivera( 19871 says that

extension is unable to function in the long run without close

research support, so research depends on extension for its ability to

serve farmers effectively.

The DOA gave an enormous attention to upgrading extension

agents' technical know how. Subject Matter Specialists (attached to

the In-service Training Ins itutes) and Research Officers trained all

the field level extension staff on the stressed technical points

emerged from the seasonal extension plan, prior to each cultivation

season. There after, Village Ex tension Workers and Agricultural

Instructors were able to have follow up fortnightly training

sessions on current extension messages. Monthly extension and

research dialogues were conducted to discuss field problems. In

addition to these, special .ubject matter training courses were also

conducted at the In Service Training Institutes for the extension

workers. Undergoing of re 'resher training courses were compulsory

to the extension staff to ei[rn their annual salary increments.

Before implementing the T&V extension system, field extension

workers had to attend to distributing of agricultural inputs among

farming communities, and lso to collect data from the field. Under

the new system supplyingof inputs was handed over to the

Agrarian Services Department. The DOA appointed Economic

Assistants to gather necessary agricultural data from the field.

However extension workers had to coordinate the farmers and the

input suppliers in order to facilitate farmers in cultivation

activities. In these ways the DOA built a favourable working
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environment to the extension worker, under the T&V extension

system.

In practice, sometimes exit nsion workers could not work according

to strict time schedule, because they had to attend to some

important fieldwork unexpectedly. As an example, if there was a

sudden pest outbreak in al area, they had to pay much attention

and to spend more tirr e on that matter. Anyway in such

circumstance they were wculd inform contact farmers if they were

unable to visit the next sL bsequent farmer groups.

Mostly meeting of 'farmer groups' did not happen. Instead the

Village Extension Worker used to meet 'contact farmers' of those

groups, because the strict time frame was sometimes a barrier to

carrying out the extension worker's field program. Therefore in

such cases they visited contact farmers just to cover the daily

routine.

The T&V agricultural extension system successfully implemented

(compared with the traditit nal system ) in many parts of Sri Lanka

was much the same as that practised in other Asian countries such

as India, Pakistan, NepJ and Thailand. It included regular,

intensive training sessions for Village Extension Workers[VEWs]

followed by a schedule of visits. Training sessions for VEWs were

held at the district or art a offices once in every fortnight. Each

fortnightly training session concentrated on 3 or 4 important

recommendations which trough]: profitable results when applied

by the farmer. Following t ach session, the VEWs returned to their

farmers with a good unchrstanding of the extension message. It
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enhanced their credibility 	 nd self confidence.

The VEW worked to a stri.-1 schedule so that on a certain day at a

certain time every fortnight , he was at a pre-arranged place. Visits

were focused on a limited number of farmer groups. The morning

might be spent in the farmers' fields and the afternoon at a

meeting place in the village. That pre arranged schedule was of

value to the supervisors -- Agricultural	 Instructor-1AI]	 and

Agriculture Officer[AO1 - - and the farmers because they knew

where and when to meet the VEW.

One VEW had to visit at least 6 farmer groups a day and 36 to 40

farmer groups a fortnight (depending on the density of farming

population, transport facili ies, and the diversity of agriculture in

the village). According t) VEW's fortnightly working schedule

Tuesdays, Wednesdays ar d Thursdays were devoted to farmer

group visits, Fridays for checking on farmers' field demonstration

plots and adaptive researcl trials, Mondays for fortnightly training

sessions and office work, and Saturdays for extra visits or any

other work. One VEW coil(' cover 600 to 900 (750 on average)

farm families in a fortnight. One farmer group could meet the VEW

once in every fortnight. A farmer group consisted of a contact

farmer and 15 - 20 follower farmers. VEW visited each contact

farmer once	 in every fortnight, and the contact farmer's

responsibilities were to 1,ather his follower farmers to discuss

technical matters according to their needs and transfer of

technology among his colleagues. Mostly the contact farmer was the

mediator between the Village Extension Worker and the follower

farmers. The extension at ent focused his efforts on the contact
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farmers not only to help those farmers but to convince all the

farmers in the group of what everyone can achieve.

Agricultural Instructor's f)rtnightly extension program was also

the same as VEW's program. On Tuesdays, Wednesdays and

Thursdays he visited farmer groups with one of his VEWs a day.

The Agricultural Instructor supervised his VEWs and assisted them

to improve their extensio.1 approaches. AI and VEW supervised

field demonstration plots and explained the practices to the

farmers during their schec uled visits. AI discussed the extension

progress and the field problems with his VEWs in his office once in

two 'weeks.

A great advantage of this systeri was the feedback it provided to

extension managers and researchers. The first part of every

fortnightly	 training	 session	 was devoted	 to	 reporting and

discussion of farmers' responses to the practices recommended in

the previous cycle. This verbal reporting reduced the paper work to

a minimum. Representatives of researchers, input suppliers etc.

were invited to attend the ses>ions. In this way they obtained

advance notice of requirenents and the whole operation of input

supply and extension coulc be coordinated. The placing of orders,

distribution of supplies, accounting etc. were not the job of the

extension agent, but the responsibility of the supplying agencies.

The introduction of the F&V system led to certain qualitative

improvements as a result of regular training, better supervision,

greater	 concentration	 o	 effort,	 and	 appropriate	 technical

recommendations.
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The T&V extension system v.1s adopted island wide by many

agencies. In spite of c ertain criticisms about the T&V, it

strengthened the extension delivery system and was considered to

have had some positive impact on the agriculture sector during the

time of its full implementa-..ion.

There is evidence of hcreased productivity within the past

3 to 4 years. The avenige yields of paddy(rice), for instance,
have increased from 131.79 bushels (1 bu= 20.5 kg) to
144.22 bu/ha, and the total production has increased from
91.8 to 106.8 million bushels during this period. One of the

factors contributing to this increased production is the large-

scale adoption of improved technology by farmers as a

result of the new system of Training and Visits agricultural

extension in Sri Lanka Natesan, 19841.

ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES AND THEIR EFFECTS

For a variety of reasons in 1988 the government 	 decentralised

administrative	 arrangements	 to	 implement	 some	 of	 its

developmental programs. As mentioned in the first part of this

chapter, the Provincial Cot.ncils were established in the same year

under the decentralisation of administration in the country.

According to the new set up, administrative and technical functions

of the DOA were also decet tralised to the PDOAs.
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THE PDOA AND ITS EXTENSION SERVICE

The goal of the PDOA is to develop peasant agricultural sector in the

province. PDOA is responsible to provide the people with

agricultural innovations to increase their agricultural production for

the betterment of the f Arming community. To carry out its

development programs effectively, the following agricultural

institutions are maintained 1Figurc 41.

- District Agricultural Extern ion Unit 1 DAEU 1,

- In Service Training Instit ate I ISTI 1,

- District Farmer Training C:,ntre I DFTCI, and

- Seed Production Farm 1SPF1,

These institutions were previously administrated by the DOA, and

under the decentralisation of administration they were handed

over to the PDOAs with their human resources. All the Regional

Agricultural Research Centres and their sub stations, a few District

Agricultural Extension Unit i1 DAEUs I and a few In-Service Training

Institutes and many of the large scale Seed Production Farms were

kept under the DOA, for arious purposes. Senior technical officers

from the DOA were appointed as Provincial Directors. Organisational

structure of the PDOA \len it established in 1988) is given in

Figure 5. Newly established PDOAs also implemented the T&V

agricultural extension system in their provinces with the guidance
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of the DOA.

Though there were some tdministrative and technical problems at

the beginning, the PDOAs could carry out their extension programs

with acceptable levels, as ihey had done in the recent past. Duties

of the extension agents and the procedures of extension education

were the same as earlier. The T&V extension system was very

familiar to the all technical gaff of the DOA and the PDOAs.

SPF in the province pt oduced seeds and planting materials

according to the provincial requirements. Always it produced

varieties which were sui:ed to the different localities in the

province. Contract seed grDwers also produced seeds and planting

materials for the PDOA.

In-Service Training Institu of ISTI J in the province organised pre-

seasonal and other discipli Lary training programs for the extension

workers. ISTI worked as same as it operated under the DOA.

Subject Matter Specialists attached to the ISTI regularly gathered

research information from the Regional Agricultural Research

Centre situated in the close proximity.
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PDOA

Technology transfer Supporting services
►

* SPF
►

(Seeds and planting
material production)

*DAEU	 *ISTI	 *DFTC
(2-4 in a province,	 (Clne in a province)	 (2-4 in a province)
depends on the no.
of administrative
districts)

Technology	 In-Service	 Vocational
dissemination	 train .n2	 education

I	 I

Farming	 Extelsion	 Farmers
communities	 age its of

the PDOA

* SPF - Seed Production Farm

* DAEU - District A gricultural Extension Unit

* ISTI - In-Service Training Institute

* DFTC - District Farmer Trailing

Centre

Figure 4: PDOA'S TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER CHANNEL
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(Provincial)

D D (Extension) DD(Ext.) DD(E Kt.) 	 DD(Ext.)	 DD(Training)
[district 1]	 [dist. 2]	 [dist. 3]	 [dist.4]	 [provincial]

SMS	 SMS	 SMS
(Subject 1)	 (Subject 2)	 (Subject3)

I	 I	 I
FA	 FA FA	 FA

A D A (Ext.)	 A D A. (Ext.)	 AD A (Ext.)
[Area 1]	 [Area 2]	 [Area 3]

SMO 1
	

SMO 2

I	 I	 I	 I	 I
AI 1	 AI 2 AI 3	 A I 4	 AI 5

VEW 1 YEW 2	 VEW 3	 VEW 4 VEW 5

Farmer Group 1	 FG 2	 FG 3 FG 4 FG 5	 FG 6

Figure 5: ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE PDOA

(IN	 1988)
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REMOVAL OF VEWS FROM THE EXTENSION SERVICE

The District Agricultural Extension Unit of the PDOA could

implement its T&V extension programs with the support of other

agencies attached to the PE OA and the DOA, for a period of about

one year. In 1989 as soDn as the DAEU adjusted to the new

provincial	 management	 system,	 the	 national	 government

implemented a sudden pol cy decision to remove the VEW cadre

from	 the	 Extension	 Service	 throughout	 the	 country.	 The

government wanted to i icrease the total number of Village

Headmen	 to	 strengthei	 the	 government's	 new	 village

administration system. The government had to fulfil that political

requirement within a limited budget, and therefore the whole VEW

service was absorbed into the Village Headmen service instead of

recruiting a new group. The Village Extension Workers were

designated as Village Headman. The whole Village Headman service

was attached to the civil administrative structure and therefore,

were supervised by the Di visional Secretaries.

With this decision the agricultural service lost its grass roots level

extension worker cadre, w rich was the strongest link between the

farmer and the total extension service. The government expected

from the Village Headmen ( former VEWs, as well as existing Village

Headmen -- who had no basic agricultural qualification), mainly

administration activities in the village according to the Divisional

Secretary's instruction, and general extension activities not only in

agriculture but also other extension work such as community
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health, education, and sock I services.

The Village Headmen were administratively responsible to the

Divisional Secretary, an I technically responsible to several

extension agencies. But the Divisional Secretary was only

responsible for the adminisi ration work in an area. He didn't bother

about Village Headmen's extension activities, but was mainly

concerned with administrative matters. As a result Village

Headmen were forced to ittend only to administrative work rather

than extension activities. This complex situation resulted in a very

limited or almost nil contr butior from the village Headmen to the

agricultural extension activities in the country.

PRESENT SITUATION O THE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

The T&V is the accepted Ind official extension method carried out

by the agricultural extensio i services in Sri Lanka. But the existing

major problem is the very weak link between the farmer and the

grass roots level extension agent. According to the government

policy, the Village Headnitn is the closest extension agent to the

farmer, but unfortunately 11 is is not the reality.

At present Agricultural Ins ructors have to carry out the work load

of former Village Extension Workers due to Village Headmen's less

or non-participation in agricultural extension. The Agricultural

Instructors' perception is that the) , have been demoted to the lower
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grade position of the former VEW.

Due to a lack of agrict ltural extension workers in the field,

identification of the needs of the farmer and other necessary tools

in agricultural extension arc not done properly. The former 'Contact

Farmer' is not active now because no regular visits are made to

them. Because of the inefficiency of the grass roots level extension

worker (at present Village Headman), an AI has to cater for 4000

to 6000 farm families. A s ANA ays complain to their supervisors

that they cannot reach such a big, target.

The Als interpret the need y of the farming community on the basis

of their own experiences not coming from the farmer, because of

less contact with the larg , ;r farming community. These needs are

the basis of future seasonal extension plans. These plans are

discussed in the Regional "echnical Working Group[ RTWG I meeting

to finalise them. The F TWG meeting is not functioning as

systematically as previously, because members of the RTWG

understand the difficulties faced by the total agricultural extension

service. Pre-seasonal training programs for the extension agents

are also done as a formality. The DOA and the PDOAs have made

suggestions to the government to separate the extension service

into a single line, but the ysteui has not been changed yet.

The PDOA realises the ineffectiveness of the existing paralysed T&V

extension system (without having its basic position of VEW, or

another suitable alternativ e :).
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At this point, the PDOA tiles to test another extension approach in

the province. In an attempi to overcome that Als' problems, PDOA

selects several villages n Al's area to implement extension

programs with much effort. Those villages are considered as

demonstration villages(nucl.-,ar villages) to disseminate agricultural

technology among the adjacent villages also.

At present, extension agents identify the field problems and

prevailing resources in the articular villages, and prepare

extension programs. As part of that, they prepare small agricultural

projects to get funds from he Provincial Council. Now Als are seen

to be in an acceptable working environment. Some of the projects

are very successful. Then other farmers from outside the project

area would use those as demonstrations. The extension agents

facilitate the farmers in Icarning those technologies. But many of

the extension projects card out in the villages are riot the same.

In some cases farmers ignDre the technology that extension agents

try to introduce, or sometimes farmers participate in the extension

activities just to satisfy the extension worker. The major concern of

the extension worker is low Lctive farmer participation in his

extension activities, since those activities are implemented for the

benefit of the farmer.

Therefore, extension services are in need of improving farmer

participation in agricultural extension. This research study looks at

changing small farmer approach in agricultural extension activities

in order to improve their ctive participation in extension work, for

the development of the agriculture sector in the country.
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CHAPTER THREE

THEORY OF PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH APPROACH

Social scientists and educators have joined together in recent years

to produce evidence of the continuation of widespread poverty and

its associated problems. A recent ILO economic report on one

country in Africa indicates that the living condition in 1977 were,

for a major part of the rural population, the same as the beginning

of this century. 'Developmnif has resulted in an improved quality

of life for a very small number of people in the Third World

Nations and a large number in the developed countries (Hall,

Gillette, and Tandon,19821.

PRESENT SITUATION OF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS FOR

RURAL POOR IN THE THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES

The World Bank estimates that nearly 800 million people, or 40

percent of the population of th;, developing nations, still live in
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absolute poverty; studies i idicatc that in many instances the poor

have not benefited -- indeed they may have suffered absolute loss

-- during early stages of national development. In response there

has been growing interest in new approaches to national

development intended to bring the poor more rapidly into full

participation in development decisions, implementation, and

benefits. Many observers have looked to effective community

controlled social organisations as important if not essential

instruments if the rural pcor are to give meaningful expression to

their views, mobilise their own resources in self-help action, and

enforce their demands on the broader national, political and

economic systems [Konen, l 9801 ].

Dancey[1994	 explains teat there are different social barriers

encountered by the rural poor. The rural poor are exploited and

excluded by forces that work to keep them isolated and alienated

from each other. Their oppression and poverty are the result of

economic policies that ar., manipulative, a political system that

fosters class, caste, and re igious conflict, and development policies

that exploit resources for maximum production and profit rather

than for the benefit of all the people now and in the future. The

powerless must first get together to overcome those powerful

forces.

Dancey also explains the perpetual cycle of poverty. An almost

insurmountable problem for the poor is poverty itself. The poor are

caught in a vicious perpetuJy of inter-related, inter-active

elements that ensure the continuance of their suffering. Lack of

adequate nutrition affect. their capability to work and their
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susceptibility to disease. Being malnourished and sickly, they

cannot earn enough mone:/ for better food or take advantage of

educational opportunities. They cannot get better paying jobs

because they do not ha y e access to credit; better shelters or

investment because they have no collateral. They cannot build

capital by farming because they do not own land or have assets for

investment in seed and irrigation. They do not have political

influence needed to ensure that government provides them with a

fair share of what is invested in roads, health, sanitation, irrigation,

education	 and	 development	 incentives.	 When	 inputs	 of

development aid are applied in rural areas, they inevitably benefit

those who already have assets and advantages.

Dancey suggests the way o circumvent this self-perpetuating cycle

is to trust the poor to kr ow what is best for themselves and to

facilitate the application of inputs after helping the rural poor

determine for themselves how they can break out of the prison of

poverty.

Hall, Gillette, and Tandord 1 9821 explain that research is used by the

ruling classes to justify or ma mtain unfavourable or exploitative

positions. But, by the same measure, if research is playing an

increasing role in the development of new strategies of control, it

can at the same time b.: used to provide both an alternative

analysis and a means of expanding the base of analysis to include

the most exploited sectors 	 society.

The steady movement, historically, has been for research to

move from a systematic set of observations and

comparisons to incre.tsingly technical interpretations of

reality. This has had the effect of transferring the power of
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creating knowledge to close who possess the technical skills
seemingly required by tie paradigm in use. The worker in a

Latin American factory or the landless Asian labourer or the
poor African peasant is not among those who are authorised

to create knowledge. Their ideas will never be read in the
journals or discussed in the conferences, let alone in the

economic planning ministries where government policies

are being set. And yet the papers and reports of researchers

from national Universities or even from other countries will
be read and perhaps influence others even if they are

written about the same Latin American factory or
African/Asian villages [Hall, Gillette, and Tandon, 1982].

Participatory Research Network Series No 3 1Participatory Research:

An Introduction, 1982:11 also explains the rural poor. Those who

hold economic and political power consolidate their control through

a complex web of social institutions -- the media, religious

institutions, the government, the law and the educational system.

The exploited are oppresses by their living and working conditions.

They are, for the most art, dependant on the dominant power

structure for their livelihood. Oppression assumes psychological

and social dimensions wl- ich are reinforced by messages, both

subtle and overt, transmitted by the social institutions. The

oppressed, rather than the unequal power structure, are blamed

for their social conditions. The result is that lack of information and

the daily preoccupation with survival often prevent people from

understanding what the po\ier structure is, how it works and what

it does to them.

Korten[1980 I discusses the situation of the rural poor, in his book.

In particular, experiences over the past three decades with

cooperatives in community development movements in the Third

World provide some sob gy ring lessons. The member controlled
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cooperative has been an idea with almost universal appeal, being

widely promoted in much of the developing world as an integral

instrument of national rural development policy. But Rural

Cooperatives in developing areas today bring little benefit to the

masses of poorer inhabi :ants of those areas and cannot be

generally regarded as agents of change and development for such

groups. It is the better-off rural inhabitants who mainly take

advantage of the cooperative services and facilities such as

government supplied cred t and technical assistance channelled

through cooperatives.	 C ften

cooperatives, such as prod iction

the	 services	 offered	 by	 the

loans and marketing services are

of little use to the landless labourer or the subsistence farmer. In

cooperatives with community wide membership the distribution of

control over their activities tends to parallel the structure of

control in the broader community. In relatively stratified

communities its poorer members seldom have a voice and

commonly find themselves ineligible for certain services such as

loans. Women may be excluded, except when there is no male head

of household, even whe	 women are the chief agricultural

producers.

In rural development it is accepted that many rural problems are

derived from the way dec isions are made. A study of decision-

making for rural areas shows that many problems facing rural

communities arise from the structure of government decision

making [Wright,1982, 1984 Sma-t and Wright,1983].
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RESEARCH METHODS, PARTICIPATION AND DEVELOPMENT

According to the beliefs of participatory research, it is accepted

that people cannot be developed; they can only develop

themselves.

For while it is possible for an outsider to build a man's

house, an outsider car not give the man pride and self-
confidence in himself as a human being. These things a man

has to create in himself by what he does; he develops

himself by making hi p own decisions, by increasing his

understanding of what Ile is doing, and why; by increasing

his own knowledge and ability, and by his own full

participation in the life of the community he lives in

[Nyerere 1973:741.

Thinking about developm( nt, education and the role of social

investigation has undergone dramatic shifts in the recent past. The

'top down' concepts of education and development have been

widely questioned. Emphasis has shifted from concepts of

development based on u 'banised expectations to the need to

stimulate growth and chang in rural areas I Hal l,19781.

Along with the shift in t iinkinQ about development has come a

general questioning in al I fields of social science about the

relationship between the \i‘ ay in which research is conducted and

the overall values the researcher holds. This discussion within the

field of adult education ha y been particularly rich.

Research accompanied with participating action can become a most

effective means for openin g ; up channels of communication and for
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engaging administrators, rLsearchers, and villagers in a common

endeavour, with great educational effect.

PURPOSES OF RESEARC - I

Hall[1978] criticises the purposes of research as follows.

Most social science research done in the Third World land

elsewhere] is related to either of two purposes. Firstly, the need

and desire of hierarchic lly-oriented administrators and policy

makers to gather inform ition from those who do not make

decisions in order to make decisions for them.

The second purpose is related to the way in which research and

social science mirrors economic structures. For a person working in

a University or a research in . titution, knowledge is the only

commodity available to sell. It is necessary to gather or 'mine' ideas

and information in order .o survive economically. Priorities must

be given to collecting data at a central point. The need to serve the

people from whom the in formation has been gathered is indirect

and by necessity of low pr ority.

Swantz[ 19751 says that the larger sector of the population -- the

ordinary peasants -- should have the right, not only to work hard

and to produce, but to efts( ctivel y influence their own development;

ways and means are needel to facilitate their participation both in

planning and implementation. Swantz proposes that a research
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approach to the task at hand cLn become a meaningful tool, not

only in finding solutions to development problems, but in bringing

together different sectors of population and bringing about

development of all those engaged in the effort.

Jones[1994j explains peoples' view on social research work in

developed countries. As in mit-1y 'developing' societies, many

Pacific Island people lave seen researchers 1 often from

metropolitan countries like Australia and New Zealand) come and

go in their communities, otter not hearing from them again.

Sometimes, snippets of revrts written or studies carried out reach

these people through newspaper articles or from those who may

have the luck to attend conferences or delve into libraries. In more

cases than not, this research seems to have little bearing on that

process which researchers call 'development', particularly since

people are involved more as 'subjects' and remain largely

'recipients' of that research. Jones says that these types of

situations are why many social researchers involved in community

development research see praxis, the meeting of research and

action for change, as the lifeblood of their work.

Hammond( 1989:1081 agree s with Bennett and Desforges11985],

Parlett and Dearden11977 I, ani Rowland' 19841 that the final

objective of any educational research should be to improve

educational practice.
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WEAKNESSES OF COMMONLY USED RESEARCH METHODS

Quantitative research has been an attempt to summarise social

information in a form that is convenient and most importantly

portable. This has been se ;r1 as a necessity as society has become

more complex and as deci ;ion-making has been pulled ever farther

from most people's grasp. The vast majority of all social science

research represents one avect or another of either experimental

design, comparison of c,tse studies, participant observation or

survey methods. Most of this work has been characterised by

focusing of analysis, prob em formulation and knowledge creation

in the persons initiating t le process. Of these approaches, by far

the most common is the silrvey approach.

The persons from whom information is to be gathered are

determined by information needed and by the sampling strategy

employed. In the recent few years attention was given to

shortcomings of the surve y research approach.

Hall[1978:5-81 explains several weaknesses of common research

methods.

1. The survey research approach oversimplifies social reality and is

therefore inaccurate.

In addition to the arbitrariness of instrument construction [usually

some form of interview or questionnaire] these approaches have

other weaknesses. A rest arch process that extracts information
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other weaknesses. A research process that extracts information

from individuals in isolation from one another and aggregates this

into a single set of figures does so at the expense of reducing the

complexity and richness of human experience.

Social responses to problems by groups of people are not

necessarily the same as the total of individual responses of people

acting alone. It is of course correct to say that the use and

interpretation of the figures, depends on the institutional and social

context within which the research is embedded I Carr-Hill,1974:30].

The second way in which survey research over simplifies is the

perspective of the forced choice. Information is sought through

interviews or questionnaire s which provide a framework for the

responses.

The third reason is their presentation of a static picture of reality.

The very fact that the survey is ahistorical is a severe limitation;

social change is a continuo is process, a dialectic or movement over

time.

2. Survey research is often alienating, dominating or oppressive in

character.

This process regards people as sources of information, as having

bits of isolated knowledge, but they are neither expected nor

apparently assumed able 1( analyse a given social reality. At the

extreme, researchers take up people's time with often badly

formulated questions and make interpretations based on little
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experience in the area or social class which is the basis of the

programme which are then expected to be useful and relevant.

Research approaches of this style often create the illusion among

those who are the suppliers of information that research is

rigorous, highly technical, scientifically pure and that the work can

only be done by those wh , ) are trained. The abilities of people to

investigate their objective realities are not stimulated and the pool

of human creativity is kept within narrow confines.

3. Survey research does not provide easy links to possible

subsequent action.

Much research in adult education is action oriented. It may be an

attempt to determine a community's educational needs or an

attempt	 to	 modify	 existing	 programs	 through	 an

evaluation/research process. In either case it is expected that when

changes are made the peon le in the community or the participants

in the adult education programme will participate more actively,

more efficiently or will lain increased benefits over what had

existed before. Basic principles of planning stress that the

likelihood of full and effective participation in any ventures

education, political or social -- are improved by involving would-be

participants in the decision making process. In addition to resulting

in a poor source of inform ttion, research which has alienated, or at

best treated respondents a; sources of primitive information, has

little likelihood of creating the active and supportive environment

essential for change.
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4. Survey research method; are not consistent with the principles

of adult education.

The arguments would apply to a critique of research in social

science.

Within the field of adult education there are additional
criteria to be met in selecting a research approach. To begin
with, adult education is rooted in a concept of social justice
and equality in a way in which other disciplines are not.
Concern for the adult learner is often concern for the
proportion of the population that has not had, for various
reasons, an appropriate share of either national wealth or
social services. In Afr ca, Asia, and Latin America, adult
education is directly linked to attempts to increase
participation of citizer s in national development and to
provide a minimum level of basic education to all people
[Hal1,19781.

Basic adult education texts such as Kidd119741, KnowlesI19711, or

Miller[ 19641 would produce a set of principles that would most

likely include statements sr ch as

- programs should he base( on adults' needs;

- adults, unlike children, are more easily able to articulate their

learning needs;

- although there are changes with age in the ways in which adults

learn, the phrase, "too old to learn" is a fallacy;

- adults work out often quite complex learning strategies to

achieve desired goals on their own.
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These principles, and many others, imply a faith in adults as whole

persons participating activel / in tie world. It is no doubt 	 that the

administration of actual programs usually falls short of these

principles; but such principles do exist and should serve as a basic

guide for adult education research Mall, 19781.

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH

Hal1119781 states some wort: has been done on finding an

alternative approach.

A general dissatisfaction with orthodox approaches has been

expressed by BlumerE19691 Qualitative, as opposed to quantitative,

strategies have made their strongest entry, in "The Discovery of

Grounded	 Theory",	 Gla . ;er,	 and	 Strauss( 19671.	 "Qualitative

Methodology" provides a useful discussion substantiating the need

for alternatives, Filstead119701. McCall and Simmons[ 19691 stress

the	 value	 of	 particiv nt	 observation.	 Beltran( 19761	 and

Gerace119731 have develop ,c-1 important concepts of communication

among peasants rather than to them.

There are a growing number o adult education researchers who

are exploring new methods.

Rockhill11976:11	 suggests	 adult	 educators'	 search	 for	 the

development of participatory research derives from three primary
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perspectives:

1. The concern that qt antitative research methods are not

providing an adequate understanding of complex reality.

2. The desire for 'practical' research that can be used as a base for

setting policy and developIng programs which will promote social

justice and greater self-reliance;

3. A humanistic view of Duman behaviour which sees individuals

as active agents in their environments rather than as passive

objects to be researched.

PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH

Participatory research is nct a set of ideas that can be applied at

random with predictable results. It is not neat, it cannot be

rounded off to two decimal points, and it is even difficult to make

into charts. It does not e iminate the need to constantly evaluate

the political implications of one's work. What it does for those who

are in education is to off :r an alternative way of thinking about

research which may suit Loth the needs of their work and their

own values more closely IDuke,1978:121.

Hall[1981:61 expresses hip ideas on participatory research as a

personal reflection. He says that the concept of participatory
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research, with its emphasis on 'people as experts', shares a common

premise with adult educatiDn.

Hammond[ 1989:1091 says that the approaches to educational

research such as action a id participatory research which involve

the research participants in the research process are more likely to

result in meaningful and r,rmanent changes in practice.

According to Kassam[1980:521 social science research has been re-

problematised in the lig it of critical reflection on political,

methodological, and epi item° ogical questions. This critical

reflection has been a prominent theme within a number of social

science disciplines, parti over the last three decades.

However, it is within the field of adult education that this

consideration has been viewed most wholistically and it is within

this field that participatory research has evolved as an outcome of

this examination.

WHAT IS PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH?

Within the same family cf research 'participatory research' seems

to fit quite comfortably. Th ire is the focus on action for change. All

those involved in research participate in the design, the delivery

and the decisions, that is the action resulting from the process.

However, PR has actually been Dorn from a different tradition, for

essentially it is about empowering people liones,1994:47-481.
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Clark[ 1982] describes participatory research as an evolving

approach to research and social action in adult education.

Participatory research has Arisen within a context of criticism and

questioning of the relationship between the means and ends of

traditional social science research practice. Subject to particular

scrutiny has been the relationship within the research process

between the investigator and the investigated. The value-free,

neutral, objective nature cf orthodox social science research has

been severely questioned and strongly criticised.

Clark says that much of social science research has been viewed as

a historical, non-explanatory, anc detrimental to large segments of

society.

Blackman provides a bri 2f overview of participatory research.

Participatory research differs from more traditional types of

research in its commitment to the empowerment of learning for all

those involved in the process. Participatory research emphasises

the educational aspect of social investigation as central to its

theory. One of the main ideas in participatory research is that the

participants will be encouraged or guided to find the solutions to

the problems they have identified -- it is a non-patronising,

practical approach to research that will have impact on reality.

Tandon11981 :211 explains that the two main motive forces in

participatory	 research	 arc;	 firstly	 that	 it	 is concerned	 with

responding to the uneasiness that some researchers experienced

with classical (scientific) -esearch procedures, which often treated
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the participants as objects rather than people and attempted to

study people as natural sciences do. They were also concerned that

researchers had entire cm trol ( ownership) of research that may

have a great impact on people's lives. The second motive force for

participatory research has resulted from the fact that there is an

ever-increasing exploitation and oppression of a large majority of

people. In many countries :he power of the oppressors was derived

from their greater knowlede about legal rights of share cropping,

land ownership etc. Knowledge has been and will continue to be a

source of power.

Hall[1981:71 concisely explains the essence of participatory

research. Participatory rese,irch k most commonly described as an

integrated activity that combines social investigation, educational

work and action.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH

Research that becomes an agent of transformation in a community

must fulfil some basic requirements.

Swantzll 9751 states four basic requirements for participatory

research.

1. It needs to be planned o that at least part of it is of immediate

interest to the people in the studied community and so that the
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community can expect to b mefit from its results.

2. It should involve the pecple for whose benefit it is carried out in

the process of research, both in formulating the immediate

problems and in finding solutions to them.

3. Research should incorpoTate into itself as many as possible of

those working locally toward development of that community, be

they village leaders, ac ministrators, educators or extension

workers.

4. The educational and motivational potential of such an engaged

research method should be fully utilised for the benefit of every

one involved in it.

The concept and practice of participatory research is being

developed by educators/rearchers as a reaction to the historic

abuse and failure of trAitional research to ask and answer

appropriate and useful questions in the context of development

projects in the Third World.

PURPOSE OF PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH

Jackson, Conchelos and Vigodat 19801 refer to the purpose of

participatory research as the promotion of class struggle and

fundamental social transfcrmation.
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Kassam[ 1980:631 describes its aims as a progressive social change

for the betterment and liberation of oppressed people.

Ha11[1981:7] says that the goal of the research is fundamental

structural transformation iLnd the improvement of the lives of

those involved.

Hammond' 1989:1091 says that the approaches to educational

research such as action research and participatory research which

involve the research partic pants in the research process are more

likely to result in meaningt . ul and permanent changes in practice.

In each formulation, participatory research is described as an

activity which combines educatienal work, social investigation and

action.

The term participatory re search refers to the efforts in several

spheres to develop research approaches which involve those

persons who are the expected 'beneficiaries' of the research. The

term deliberately focuses on involvement of those who are

traditionally the objects of research in the entire research process

itself: formulation of research design, col lection of data, and

interpretation of information.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH

In each formulation, participatory research is described as an

activity which combines educational work, social investigation, and

action. These elements are viewed as the strands of an integrated

process Kassam] 1980]; —andon11981 The characteristics of

participatory research include:

- the researcher's identification with a subjective commitment to

the people under study;

- the researcher's involvement as a dialogic participatory	 social

actor with the researched :ommunity;

- a problem-centred app -oach, the objective of which is an

understanding of the conditions underlying a problem in order to

transform these conditions:

- a conceptualisation of participatory research as an educational

process for both the researcher and for those with whom the

research is conducted;

- a conceptualisation of partic' patory research as a process of

knowing and acting;

- a clearly stipulated belief in the capacity of and potential for

people to produce and analyse knowledge;
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- a methodological appro,tch emphasising phenomenological and

qualitative or historical(dia ecticai) materialist methodologies; and

- a positing of participatory research as a collective process having

as its locus of control and analysis the members of the work place

or community.

Hall[1981] also describe; the characteristics of participatory

research which are almos the same as Kassam's and Tandon's

descriptions.

- The problem originates it- the community or workplace itself.

- The ultimate goal of I he research is fundamental, structural,-

transformation, and the improvement of the lives of those

involved. The beneficiaries are the workers or people concerned.

- Participatory research involves the people in the workplace or

the community in the contr)1 of the entire process of the research.

- Focus in participatory research on work with a wide range of

exploited or oppressed z roups • immigrants, labour, indigenous

people, women.

- Central to participatory research is its role of strengthening the

awareness in people of their own abilities and resources and its

support to mobilising or oiganisilg.
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- The term 'researcher' p an refer to both the community or

workplace persons involve d as well as those with specialised

training.

- Although those with specialised knowledge/training often come

from outside the situation, they are committed participants and

learners in a process ihat leads to militancy rather than

detachment.

Cain[19781 finds it more u;eful to look at participatory research as

a process towards gather ing new knowledge with the people

capable of defining tlu.t knowledge. Participatory research

represents an effort to shad or give over this power to the "native"

-- an enormous departure f-om the past in which only the research

could define reality or truth or knowledge. Basic principles of adult

education are a central foundation of participatory research. These

principles assume a commitment to adults participating actively in

the world, deciding what they want to learn and the best way to

learn it. The outdated notior s of too old, too poor or too primitive to

learn are rejected.

The concept of "conscientization" and the method of "thematic

investigation" developed b) Paulo Freire, have been strong themes

in participatory research. Consci .:.ntization is described as learning

to perceive social, political and economic contradictions and to take

action against the oppressi v e elements of reality.

Participatory research is r of a recipe for social change. It is a

democratic approach to in estiglion and learning to be taken up
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by individuals, groups and movements as a tool aimed at social

change [Participatory Researli Ne:work Series, No. 3, 19821.

CONCLUSION

In rural development it s accepted that many rural problems

derive from the way decisions are made. Usually decisions are

made by external 'specialists' rather than people who live within

the community.

Most commonly used, qua y titativ;, social science research does not

provide adequate understanding of complex reality. Alternative

strategies have been devel wed 1:0 conduct social science research

with peasants rather than on them.

According to the beliefs of participatory research, people develop

themselves by making thiir own decisions, by increasing their

understanding of their problems; by increasing their own

knowledge and ability, an([ by [heir own full participation in the

life of the community.

Participatory research is a tool which oppressed people can use to

begin to take control of he economic and political forces which

affect their lives. Control of paricipatory research process itself by

the participants is one important step toward empowerment.

Control ensures that the r ew knowledge created arises from their
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own experience, relates to their perceived needs and is used for

their own benefit.

Participatory research empl.asises the educational aspect of social

investigation as central to its theory. One of the main ideas in

participatory research is that the participants will be encouraged or

guided to find the solutions to the problems they have identified.

According to Ha11l1981l, participatory research is most commonly

described	 as	 an	 integrited	 activity	 that	 combines	 social

investigation, educational work and action.
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LHAPTER FOUR

APPLICATION OF PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH

Most development progr tms in Third World countries have

emphasised the involvement of the people. Many of the programs,

although produce short term benefits, and do not lead to a

sustainable development process where people develop a long term

perspective. In the recent few decades, adult educators while

working with communit es realised that unless the people

participate actively in th appraisal and planning process, the

development process will rot be sustainable.

As a result, the participatory research approach was developed

which enables people to nalys, and evolve their own plan for

their development. Since its inception participatory research

approach is being undertaken around the world, but most

commonly in the Third World. The first participatory research

project in the Third World was undertaken in Tanzania in the early

1970s [Mtonga, 1985).
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PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH IN PRACTICE

In many developing counties the validity of participatory research

as a viable strategy for the development of rural poor, has been

proven undoubtedly. By Fully participating in this strategy, the

poor have been able to increase their standard of living at least up

to the level of satisfying their basic needs. The experience of some

successful participatory research approaches for rural development

in developing countries aro also being included as case studies in

this chapter to understanc their possibilities to increase people's

participation in development programs.

TANZANIA: GRAIN STC RAGE

Mdurna119821 explains a case study done in Tanzania in 1975.

Grain storage had been dentified as one of the most pressing

problems in the Third WDrld and in Tanzania particular. It was

estimated that as much as .;0 to 40 percent of all the grain was lost

during storage annually. Mich was destroyed by rats and insects at

the village and family level due to inadequate storage facilities. A

team of government extersion workers, adult educators, technical

experts and researchers spent eight weeks in the village of Bwakira

Chini, during a harvest seson. The objective of the project was to

draw on existing rural scientific knowledge of grain storage

problems in the design of an appropriate storage silo. The research
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team and village represe ntatives worked together on a grain

storage sub-committee set ip under the Village Assembly.

According to Mduma, pea ;ant members of the grain storage sub-

committee were all well-t( -do farmers who had already made use

of Western technology. The outside research team therefore

worked to emphasise th:, needs of the poorer peasants for

inexpensive grain storage methods One strategy encouraged the

sub-committee to set up a system of group discussions that would

allow a cross-section of peasants to talk to each other. Discussions

were scheduled in four area s of the village.

On the whole, the format worked successfully. Sometimes poor

organisation and preparatic n made it necessary for sub-committee

members to round up participants for the discussions at the last

minute. Since the size of the groups in the four areas was large,

some people were not able to contribute to the discussions. The

discussions were tape recorded to ensure that important remarks

were not missed. Sub-comnittee members listened to the tapes and

brought up important poit is at the next group discussion. After

several discussions, the re';earch team artist produced drawings of

existing grain storage methods and the modifications suggested by

villagers and researchers. during the discussions researchers could

contribute to the design of grain storage, from their understanding

of modern technology.

In group discussions over ihe period, participants could:

- study ten traditional grain storage methods;
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- consider related environmental problems such as pests, animals,

weather;

- analyse socio-economic fa.lors such as the by-laws of the village,

customs and beliefs, credit facilities etc.

Finally, people agreed on an improved model and built more than

15 grain storage structures in the village. The modified

"dunga"(storage structure) was constructed taking into account

wind direction, distance from the house, trees and other agents

which might help rat, insect or other infections or damage.

The research team organised a one week community seminar which

brought Bwakira Chini villagers :ogether with people from 15 other

villages. The purpose was to use the Bwakira Chini project, as a

case study to teach participants innovations in grain structures.

Villagers exchanged information in discussion groups and planned

projects for their own villaJes.

In this case, professionals and peasant farmers worked together to

draw the rural farmers' it digenous knowledge in developing new

grain storage silo. Group Jiscussions were the major tool used to

increase farmer participation, and generate ideas from the farmers.

Rural people were empoviered by the external professionals, to

identify existing problems, making a design of an appropriate silo

with the help of the resear .11ers, and also in implementing the plan.

It also encouraged farrr er-to- farmer extension to spread the

innovations in grain structires.
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INDIA: FARMER PARTICIPATION IN ON-FARM TRIALS

Pimbert explains a study of a multi locational pigeonpea variety

evaluation test under resource-poor conditions done in India in

1989-90. The performance of 4 pigeonpea varieties(ICPL 84060,

ICPL 332, ICPL 87088, IC PL 87089) developed by the researchers,

resistant to a particular pcst(Helicoverpa armigera) were evaluated

in on-farm trials in Andra Pradesh. In this area, 50 to 80% of the

pigeonpea's pod production is commonly lost every year due to this

pest damage.

Forty marginal farmers fro 1i 16 villages were asked to grow these

pigeonpea varieties on la -ge r)ots using their own management

practices, and to compare • hem with their local pigeonpea cultivars.

Farmer participatory methods were used to elicit criteria for

comparisons from farme -s in semi-structured interviews. All

participants were women farmers who play a central role in fuel

wood collection and in all aspects of food production, preparation

and storage. The participatory methods used were pairwise ranking

and direct matrix ranking in the context of semi-structured

interviews involving groups of 10-15 women.

There were several group discussions in the agricultural cycle:

- Prior to planting: Pest diagnosis and matching the farmer's local

pigeonpea varieties with i yiproved varieties.
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- Harvesting time: Preliminary assessments, farm walks.

- Post	 harvest	 evaltn.tion:	 Semi-structured
	

interviews,

quantification and ranking techniques.

The range of criteria normally used by scientists to evaluate the

different varieties are: days to maturity, grain yield, seed size, seed

colour, plant height, pest resistance, and grain quality(protein

content, cooking time). Bui 12 criteria were identified and used to

rank the varieties in order of preference by use of the direct matrix

ranking method. The criteria were : height of plant and ability to

intercrop, flower productior , young pod production, pod production,

pod filling, pest damage, grain yield, wood biomass, quality of

wood., taste of grain, storability, and grain price.

All lines supplied to farme -s did better than local cultivars in terms

of yield, reduced pest damage, „Ind other agronomic characteristics

in the harsh environment of the area.

Based[ on their own 12 criteria of evaluation, farmers ranked the

varieties in the following order of preference: ICPL 87089, ICPL

87088, ICPL 84060, ICPL 332. Local varieties were all severely

attacked by H. armigera (55 to 75% pod damage) and yielded less

than new lines. Farmers e (pressed their strong attachment to their

local varieties which are white seeded types. All the new material

was brown seeded and tin s fetched a slightly lower price on the

market. Taste of whole grain was a particularly important criteria

along with fire wood produ :lion and price of grain.
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Interestingly, ICPL 332 -- Nhich was officially released by the state

of Andra Pradesh in 1989 on the basis of trials carried out with

male farmers in better ,;ndowed areas -- scored well on all

agronomic criteria but way, down graded on account of its bitter

seed taste. Women farmers indicated that they would not grow this

variety next year even though it yielded more grain and was less

damaged by pod borer than local varieties. Results of this study

suggests that varieties is entified for release in coastal Andra

Pradesh are not necessari y acceptable to resource poor farming

communities in the area. The &versity of situations in risk-prone,

complex dry land enviror ments probably calls for a mosaic of

improved varieties rather than a standardised technology for all

locations.

The 40 farmers involved in this participatory approach felt that the

other three pest	 resistan varieties were acceptable within their

context. The assessments provided by women farmers, and the data

obtained at research trials carried out by male farmers in better

endowed areas under controlled conditions, therefore suggest that

at least three other pod borer resistant pigeonpea genotypes could

be considered for official release in Andra Pradesh.

Even though, improved	 ariety of ICPL 332 had given better

results according to scientists' selection criteria, it was totally

rejected by the women farmers according to their parameters. This

proves	 that	 the	 'farmi ig	 systen-is'	 should	 be	 taken	 into

consideration rather than commodity basis, when evaluating

farming technology. Ranking techniques, group discussions and
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semi-structured interviews had teen used in the overall study. It

also reveals that a scientifi: technique, which gives better results in

a favourable environment, is not necessarily be accepted by the

farmers in resource poor conditions.

SRI LANKA: PARTICIPATORY VIDEO FIELD PROJECT

Siripala[19941 explains a participatory video field project carried

out in Sri Lanka by a group of ;tudents from King Alfred's College,

Winchester, with villagers of Athbatuwa. This participatory

research study was done n the Southern Province of Sri Lanka,

with the help of a local NGO-Sarvodaya. There were 35() families in

the village mainly involved in farming.

Outsiders(students) firstly spent their time walking in the village

and talking with the villagers, and met several village leaders such

as a Buddhist priest, Villa:ze Headman, Head Master in the village

school, and some elderly people  in the village in order to build up

rapport.

"Rapport is a key to facilitating participation. Relaxed rapport

between outsider and vil alter, and some measure of trust, are

minimum predisposing conditions for participatory approach"

[Chambers, l 9921.
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The research team (outsiders and villagers) met and held

community meetings and ciscussions at the village temple. As the

time period was busy v, ith farming activities, they adjusted

working time to suit farmers' free time.

Timeline exercise and mapping exercise were practiced. As a result,

they were able to understand the geographical situation of the

village and their daily activities. Participatory research approaches

were used to gather information with the people, and to analyse

the village situation with people and to share their knowledge.

In a participatory mode, seasorlal analysis is conducted not by

outsiders -- government )r NGO staff -- but by rural people

themselves, and has pr( ved popular among participants, and

powerful	 as	 a	 meins	 of	 sharing	 and	 analysing

knowledgetChambers, 19921.

A historical timeline exercise was done with some elderly people.

This gave an idea about thc history of the village. According to that,

significant changes had	 ppened in the village, since 1974. The

paddy lands were irrigated	 by a main irrigation project. A large

area of forest was cleared for new settlements. After 1974, roads

and school buildings were constructed. Electricity and some other

facilities were received by the villagers. Older people pointed out

that wild life and other resources from the forests had disappeared

from the village due to m )dern development.

After the historical timeline exercise, a community meeting was

arranged, and then several participatory exercises such as Venn
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diagram, daily activities, participatory modelling, and transect

walks, were carried out with different groups of people. When they

were doing those partic patory exercises, people shared their

knowledge and experience with each other.

Those exercises revealed that the main source of income was paddy

cultivation, highland farm ng was for their consumption, women

had to spend 13 to 14 hours a day for domestic activities, women

had to participate in agricultural activities with men, and they had

only 6 to 7 hours a day for restiig and sleeping. They explored land

use pattern, vegetation, nfrastructure in the village, irrigation

systems etc. Men had more free time ( total of 15 to 16 hours a

day) than women. Particim nts built up an interesting simple model

of the village with locally availa)le materials such as sticks, leaves,

pieces of bricks, straw, paddy husk etc. and which was able to

identify situation of their village and resources too. During the

group discussions, it was identified that finding drinking water in

dry periods is a real problem for women. Some possible solutions

were also suggested by people. Other problems were also revealed.

This series of participatory exercises led the people to identify their

own problems and difficulties. It was an opportunity to share their

knowledge and experience with each other.

All the exercises were ',Ind recorded on video tapes which

included main issues of villagers and were shown back to the

villagers. People were er tertained by seeing them. Then again

several group discussion, were conducted in order to make

suggestions to overcome their common problems.
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As a result of a show back. session, villagers suggested to make a

video tape about the village. The film production team consisted of

farmers, women, youths, and older people. They produced a

prioritised list of topics to be included in the film. A girl in the

village who worked as a volunteer worker in "Sarvodaya" took the

responsibility of writing a script for the film. It emphasised the

necessity of transport facilities, unemployment, income generation

activities,	 health	 problems,	 education	 facilities,	 agricultural

problems, and environmenftl changes in the village.

The video tape "We are thew people of Athbatuwa" was edited at the

King Alfred's College. The film was shown back to the villagers. The

participatory research team used the participatory video to

maintain a dialogue be.ween farmers, agricultural extension

workers, and agricultural researchers on major issues in farming in

the village. Researchers from outside could easily understand the

farmers' problems and their background. In the dialogue, it was

revealed that the farmers would prefer to cultivate banana than

the traditionally cultivated paddy.

Semi--structured interviewi ig with banana farmers was done to

collect information abot t banana cultivation in Athbatuwa.

According to the study, banana lenerates more income than paddy.

The researchers were surp-ised when they realised that traditional

farmers had undergone some indigenous pest control methods in

banana cultivation. The problems of banana farming were also

identified.
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Matrix ranking and scori ig was done to test preferred banana

varieties. The criteria used to test were, taste, yield, early

harvesting, price, fodder production, disease resistance, uses for

food, good for health, and low input cost. Some parts of the banana

plants were used to symbo ise all varieties.

Table 1 shows the matrix scoring for the three traditional varieties

(Ambul, Puwalu, and Alu Kesel) and new "Wish" variety. Farmers

scored the varieties collectively.

The results of the Mat -ix scoring indicate that farmers are

interested in characteristic ; of price, early harvesting, yield, and

taste of banana. Farmers and researchers  could evaluate different

varieties according to farmers' preferences.

After one week, the video tape was shown back to the farmers,

extension workers and researchers to make group discussions

between them. Farmers, extension workers, and researchers shared

their experiences. That discussion session was also filmed.

Agricultural researchers were able to identify farmer's research

needs, for their future research plans.
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Table- 6.

MATRIX SCORING OF 3ANANA VARIETIES

Ambul Puwalu Alu Kesel Wish

Taste 6 8 4 8

Yield 9 5 3 l 0

Early

Harvest

8 4 7 8

Higher	 Price 7 9 6 8

Disease

Resest.

3 3 5 8

Fodder

Prod.

3 - - -

For	 Health 5 3 7

Low inputs 4 2 5 4

Food 4 2 6 3
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Building up of a rapport was useful in the rural studies. Flexible

time frame helped to co►duct the study in a relaxed situation.

Participatory mapping ha 1 been used to make the team and

villagers knowledgeable about the geographical situation of the

village. Participatory exercises had been done to collect and analyse

villagers' knowledge. Histcry of the village had not been written

anywhere, but, it could De nicely drawn from elderly people's

knowledge. It revealed how the natural resources had disappeared

from the village due to 'modern' development. Overall the study

proves the capability of rural people to analyse their situation,

identify their needs, ex sting resources, constraints for their

development as well as	 uggestions to overcome these for their

development.

INDIA: IDENTIFYING THE POOREST OF THE POOR FAMILIES

ChandramouliE 1991 J describes 	 a participatory approach followed to

identify the poorest of the poor families for credit assistance under

the Integrated Rural Developmeit Programme' IRDP I in Anantapur

District, India. Identify the poorest of the poor was a difficult task

due to the following reasor s:

- Strong village faction ; cause the rural people to identify

themselves with one group or another;

- Rural people tend to vie with one another to get selected for the
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assistance;

- Neglect of the poorest of the poor, who are seen as hopeless cases,

and selection in favour of slightly better-off families;

- Non-officials who are present influence the opinions of the

officials making the selection;

- Bankers tend to select better-off families hoping that their

recoveries would be better

To overcome such problem s and to select the poorest of the poor

families, while gaining pLrticipLtion of everybody present to the

satisfaction of them all, the following participatory technique has

been adopted.

In the rural areas, the pen is regarded as a powerful instrument

and the people identify it with "Saraswathi", the goddess of

learning and truth. The people assembled were told that to

whomever's hand the per is given, he shall speak only truth

because he holds the pen, the most revered object.

Then the group was asked to identify one among themselves who

according to them is the poorest, for sure, no one else present, other

than him, is as poor. The group unanimously selected one person

who according to them wa y the poorest. "The pen" was handed over

to him and he was reque.ted to come out of the group face the

group and tell every thin 2 about him. He explained every thing

about his poverty. In closing, he stated that if an Integrated Rural
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Development ProjectlIRDPI assistance was given he would set up a

petty provision shop in the village.

After he completed, the group was asked whether whatever he said

was true. All in one voic€ said "true" and group was again asked

whether he can be selected for IRDP assistance. Again, all in one

voice said, "yes". The selected person was requested to identify

another person from among; the group and to hand over "the pen"

to him.

After a minute of searching looks, he had handed over the pen to

another person. The secor d person came up, turned to face the

group and holding "the pe 1" with both hands, started narrating his

economic condition to the group.

The group was asked whe her there is anybody who can differ on

any one of the. things he said. There was silence. The question was

asked the other way round, whether all that he said was correct.

Everybody present said "yes". He was selected.

The exercise went on, "the pen" passing on from one man to the

other and the required people were selected. The villagers were

happy that in the selection of each IRDP recipient, each person had

a say.

The exercise was a simple, but effective method used to identify

poorest of the poor in the community. Same method could riot be

adopted in an another	 But, this method could be used as an

example to understand that ther,, are various methods to be used
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in participatory rural studies. Standard or well .known methods are

not essential in practicing participatory research studies.

KENYA: FARMER CENTRED AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH AND

EXTENSION APPROACH

Bashir Jane (in Chamber;, 1990) discusses an experience from

Kenya. In this situation, researchers and extensionists began agro-

forestry and afforestation projects with a 'top-down approach', with

little farmer participation. This involved mainly on-station research

and demonstrations and at _empt y to encourage farmers to adopt a

technical package of "leucz ena" a legume tree crop) alley-cropping

which included manager ent practices. The objective was to

promote a way of using trees as nutrient-pumps and for nitrogen-

fixation. After the first phase of the project, it was realised that the

technology was inappropr ate, because it did not meet farmers'

immediate priorities. The farmers rejected the 'rigid' technical

package. They instead m )dified the alley-cropping according to

their knowledge, needs and own inventiveness.

After the scientists and ex tensionists understood the problems with

their approach and the importance of farmers' initiatives, they

changed the researche extension-farmer relationships and

adopted a 'bottom-up' approach which emphasised learning from

farmers and giving priori) y to farmers choices and ideas. As a

result, farmers adopted leucaena not just to help soil fertility, but
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mainly for the leaves for the livestock fodder, which was scare and

valued in the area. As	 n incidental benefit, farmers developed

milk production from the i reproved livestock fed on the new fodder

and farmers' earnings from milk sales. Farmers were encouraged to

establish dairy farming. The resulting farmyard manure was also

used to increase food crops substantially.

Even though, scientists introduce technology based on one or two

commodities small farmer always try to adapt it to their total

farming system. If the technolog y fits the system, they accept it.

FINDINGS FROM THE CASE STUDIES

Following findings could bc drawn from the above case studies.

(a) No pre-conceived or rigid methodology;

Different participatory re p earth methodologies can be identified

from the case studies. A r umber of methods were employed during

the	 participatory	 research	 projects.	 Important	 aspects	 are

maintaining the enthusiasm of the participants, gathering correct

information with people's knowledge and keeping the participants

active in the process. The study of 'identifying poorest of the poor

families' is a good example of this. It proves that the people's

beliefs also could be uscd in the methodology of participatory

approach.
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Participatory research guidelines are provided by authors such

Tandon, Swantz, Kassam and Hall, however, the essence of all of

these is composed of three inter-related processes.

1. Collective investigation of problems and issues with the active

participation of the constituency in the entire process.

2. Collective analysis, in Aihich the constituency develops a better

understanding not only of the problems at hand but also of the

underlying structural cause ; socio-economic, political, cultural --

of the problem.

3. Collective action by the constituency aimed at long-term as well

as short-term solutions to those problems.

In practice, the three )rocesses cannot be separated. Their

integration gives particim,tory research its fundamental strength

and power. Processes most closely related to investigation, analysis

or action can be identifies separately in any participatory research

activity, but each proce s incorporates aspects of the others.

Participatory research is, i ldeed, an educational approach to social

change.

Shah, Bharadwaj and An- bastha 11901 I explain that the proposed

sequence or methodolog\ should also he discussed with the

community people beforeh And. It helps in better planning of the

exercise. If people know that they are expected to contribute, they

think about the issues, plan their activities accordingly and are able
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to offer constructive suggestions about the methodology. Prior

consultation on why consu tang the poor, women or the landless is

necessary will help in creating an open environment for the

exercise.

According to the Participatory Research Network Series No. 3, both

time-honoured and innovative methods are used in participatory

research, and the variations are endless. The methods may be used

only once, or repeatedly, and at any point in the participatory

research	 process	 vest4,ation,	 analysis	 and/or	 action.

Participants in the proces'; need to give careful consideration to

which methods to use and when.

It is extremely important that any method be used only where

appropriate to local cultural, economic' and political conditions The

participatory researcher should make an effort to be sure that

methods complement rather than supplant indigenous forms of

expression, communication, discussion and decision making.

(b) Group discussion w, a powerful tool;

Farmer group discussion could be used as a powerful tool for

participatory research	 in rural agriculture development. Farmers

are experienced people. They c[ii critically think and assess their

problems and alternative olutiois for them with their indigenous

knowledge base. Group discussions create favourable situations in

which people feel comfori able and free to talk to each other to

draw together their collective ideas and concepts. Small farmers
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can get together for the purpose of solving problems by sharing

their experiences. Acco-dim.,, to the Participatory Research

Network(] 982) group disc ussions are probably the most widely

used method in participatory research. They may occur throughout

the process and are often used together with other methods.

(c) Farmers as reseal. :.hers and extension workers;

Farmers can be empowered wish their knowledge and ability to

draw research findings	 They also can evaluate modern

technologies	 according	 to their own	 criteria.	 Technologies

recommended by the 'experts' according to their own criteria may

be rejected by the people if they do not fit	 into their

environments.

Participatory researchers encourae farmers to plan and implement

participatory research with the assistance of extension and

agricultural research staff, to generate innovations to he able to

tackle their own problems in their farming systems, and also to

disseminate innovations tl rough farmer-to-farmer extension.

(d) The location of the research process is the farmers'

field;

The case studies show that the farmers can conduct research trials

in their own fields with minimal support of the agricultural

practitioners. Whilst individual farmers are experimenting, all the
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farmers in the village art encouraged to visit the trial plots to

observe the performances of the technology. In the evaluation

stage all the farmers I-ave :o participate in evaluating the

particular technology.

According to the case studies, another peculiarity of this approach

was that rather than provide a package of management techniques

and materials, the farmers were free to practice the same level of

management in the trial as they had previously with local

varieties. This idea was that if a new line could really provide

better yields under existing conditions, no additional expenditure

would have been involved and tie farmer would have no difficulty

in adopting the new technology when on-farm research projects in

the village are discontinued.

(e) Diagramming and visual sharing is important;

The case studies describe :hat people can easily make visuals such

as models, maps, diagrams rather than writing on papers or

responding to the questicinnaircis. Participatory diagramming and

visual sharing are highly riicognked. Villagers enjoy and study with

their visuals produced wit group effort. External facilitators also

can easily understand the situations. For example, in participatory

mapping and modelling, v illagers draw and model their villages

and resources, deciding what to include, and debating, adding and

modifying detail. In ;hared diagramming, information is

diagrammed to represent, for example, seasonal changes in

dimensions such as rainfL 11, agricultural labour, food production.

Local materials can be used to make these visuals whether the
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people are literate or non-literate. Everybody can alter if necessary,

with confidence. Chamb€ rs(1992 ) says that the diagram also

presents a visible checklist or agenda which is the people's.

(f) Farmers reject 'Up-bottom' approach;

The case study 'Farmer centred agricultural research and extension

approach' demonstrates that the 'top-down' approach is ineffective

in rural agricultural devel( pment. Farmers need technologies to fit

into their total agricultural cropping s y stem rather than on a single

commodity. In identifying agricultural research or extension needs,

farmers must identify the priorities. If those are real needs of the

farmers, they will adopt t1-.em.

(g) Enthusiastic and s (Wul field workers are essential;

Well trained and enthusiastic field workers are needed as

researchers to conduct participatory research effectively.

Participatory research could be discredited by over-rapid adoption

and misuse. Rushing the process is dangerous. Much of the rationale

for participatory research has been to make time to find the

poorest, to learn from them. and to empower them. Haste, and lack

of commitment, make errors.

From these findings of th	 case studies it could he revealed that

there is a necessity to t stablish participatory research teams to

carryout	 participatory	 r y searcl	 in	 the	 field	 of	 agricultural
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extension. The participatory research teams must have proper

training in this field in crder to practice it to obtain favourable

results.

One of the objectives of participatory research is to produce a

collective understanding of the local situation which can lead to

action on problems directly and immediately affecting participants

in the research effort. Waite working to meet immediate needs,

participants may find that )y learning and acting together, they can

create the power to make changes in their social conditions.
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CHAPTER FIVE

COMPARISON ANALYSIS

THE NEED FOR NEW APPROACHES IN AGRICULTURAL

EXTENSION

The main problem facing Sri Lanka is not a lack of technologies and

scientific discoveries needed for agricultural development for rural

change, but that of converting technologies into production

attainment, and using them as an instrument of economic

development. This woulc depend to a great extent on the

generation and dissemination of appropriate technologies to the

different socio-economic e iv iron nients of the farming communities

and facilitating rural farriers in practicing innovations on their

farms.

A large number of improved technologies discovered by the

research workers at their research farms are being passed on to

rural farmers by different extension channels. But the effects of

such approaches have n	 hen as expected in many cases,
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especially in resource poor farming conditions. On the other hand,

in some cases farmers' :esponses have been impressive where

technology has been found profitable, feasible and has been

disseminated through app -opriate extension methods. The rapid

spread of high yielding rice varieties in the major irrigation

schemes in the late 1970s and early 1980s is an outstanding

example. Why are there such :lifferences? Agricultural extension

practitioners have come to feel that it is necessary to understand

carefully the nature of the agricultural extension and research

process	 and	 the	 background	 in	 which	 it	 operates.	 This

understanding, unfortunatel:/, is inadequate at present.

The reasons why many farmers do not accept technologies

introduced by the extension workers will be explored in the first

part of this chapter. Constraints persisting in the field of

agricultural extension need to he overcome for the development of

the peasant agricultural si;ctor. The second part of this chapter

discusses how a participat3ry research approach might be applied

to overcome existing problems in agricultural extension activities in

the country.

WHY PEASANT FARMERS DO NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE

IN PRESENT AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

It is accepted that agricultural extension has made a significant

contribution in improving farm productivity. However it is also a
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fact that extension workers ha\ e not exploited, so far, the full

potential of improved tech lologies

Agricultural extension practitioners give various reasons for the

gap that exists between t,chnology developed by the researchers

on the one hand and agricultural practices undertaken by the

majority of farmers on thc other. Existing technologies have been

capable of reducing some of the glaring differences in agricultural

productivity between the research farms and the farmers' fields.

But differences continue to perskt.

Regarding low diffusion -ates of innovations introduced by the

extension workers, some o the reasons given are that farmers are

at fault, that the extension approach is ineffective, that infra-

structure is unsuitable, or inputs are not available in a timely way.

A less frequently heard explanation is that the recommended

technologies themselves are simply not appropriate to farmers.

Certainly one or more of these explanations may be valid at any

one time or place. However, it is clear that the present agricultural

extension system is not properly equipped to meet new challenges.

Prevailing weaknesses and con:;traints of the existing extension

process could be identified as follows which would greatly affect

the low participation of far leers in extension activities in Sri Lanka.
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1. Farming community is riot involved in identification of

extension	 needs;

At present almost all the extension programs in Sri Lanka are

designed on the basis of "farmers' needs", identified by the 

extension agents themselves on behalf of the farmers. Not knowing

farmers' priorities and not putting farmers' agendas first means

that professionals are likel y to address the wrong problems in their

extension or research programs. Agricultural research and

extension programs can b mace more effective if they proceed

from the current circumstances of farmers, hence the need to

identify those circumstances. Agricultural extension workers and

researchers thought, and the majority of them still think, that

extension workers and researchers should only go to farmers with

finished technologies for demonstrations. But today, adult educators

and other social scientists have proved that this approach is less

useful	 than conducting	 agricultural	 research	 and extension

programs with the support of farmers, according to their needs.

Farmers' needs assessmen is looked upon as the first step in

agricultural extension program planning. But, whether the device is

meaningfully used in the design of extension program planning

presently, is in question.

Leagansr19641 says that programs of "free choice participation" are

successful only to the extent that they focus on and help meet

recognised personal, family, group, or community needs. Since

extension audiences are free to participate or not, programs offered
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constitute a ballot for cast ng a vote: when people participate they

vote favourably; when they do not participate they vote

unfavourably. According tc Leagans, participation, therefore, is on

the basis of needs as peopl see them.

In the past, the focus Sias on the individual; at present, the

emphasis is on the community needs. The disadvantaged in the

depressed rural areas seek a solution for the alleviation of their

poverty. The element of needs, therefore, becomes a central

concern of the extension e Jucator.

Need identification is a complex process, because people are

complex; their problems and technology that relates to solutions are

complex; their customs and value systems are complex. Needs

identified as the basis for extension programs, therefore, should be

determined with the client groups.

2.	 Inappropriate technical 	 recommendations;

The transformation of trailitional agriculture into a dynamic and

productive	 system	 requires	 new	 technologies,	 skills,	 and

knowledge. Technologies must be formulated in ways that can he

clearly transmitted to the farming population. Those technologies

must be relevant and, perhaps more importantly, must be

perceived to be relevant b the farmers.

	  a number of recent experiences have shown

even the poorest far -ners-presumably the most tradition
bound and usually those with least access to information,

inputs, and market	 doptin2 certain technologies while

rejecting others 	  in many countries, our own
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experiences and the re ports of many others, we concluded

that farmers do not .dopt recommendations because they

are not suitable for them 1 Byerlee, 19801.

The adoption of new tee hnology depends on many interrelated

factors. In general, farme . s seek technologies that increase their

incomes while keeping risk s within reasonable bounds according to

their own circumstances, such as the resources available to the

farmer, the climate, soils and topographic characteristics of their

land, the pest and disease complex of the crop, and the input and

product markets in which he operates. It can be concluded that

recommendations are often not consistent with these circumstances

of farmers.

Agricultural researchers and extensionists are always concerned

with developing technologies. A technology is a combination of all

the management practices for producing, handling or storing, a

given crop. If technologies are appropriate to farmer circumstances

they will be rapidly adopted by farmers. Farmer circumstances are

all those factors which affect farmers' decisions with respect to the

crop technology.

Agriculturalists have to seek technologies which help meet the

national policy goals of the government also. The Government of Sri

Lanka desires to increase the nation's staple food, rice. and other

major food crop produc ion. Therefore any technology which

increases production and is rapidly adopted by farmers will help

meet this goal. The Sri Lankan government also has a goal of

reducing income inequalitic s. This requires technologies adapted to

small farmers or poorer legions that provide cheap food to low
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income urban consumers.

Agronomists, extensionists and farmers should work together as

the main participants in ti e research process in order to integrate

the physical and biological aspects of crop production.

3. Top bottom approat h;

At present research and ex tension program planning is done at the

top level of professional s aff. Agricultural research, extension, and

seed production programs f )r the coming season are finalised in the

Regional Technical Working; Group meetings. Only the higher ranks

of officials from each division of the DOA and PDOA participate in

that meeting.

Mostly, agricultural researc hers conduct agricultural experiments in

research farms (station research) and occasionally some of them

would be repeated in farmrs' fields (adaptive research) to test the

suitability of research fir dings to the particular locality. When

adaptive research trials ',ire established, all the required inputs

(seeds, fertiliser, agro-chc mica's, etc.) will he provided to the

farmer who maintains the -esearch trial. Sometimes, an incentive is

also given by the research to encourage the farmer to obtain

favourable results. But, if the farmer is asked to maintain the trial

in his field, according to the researcher's requirements, without

giving inputs or incentive, results may he completely different.

The majority of the research plans originate in the research stations

themselves, according to researchers' interests. After discovering
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research findings, research	 piish extension staff to disseminate

them among the farming communities. If the technology is not

adopted by the people, he blame comes to the farmers. The

researchers' argument is that if farmers can obtain higher results

from practicing the innovation, why do they not reach the target?

The common attitude of t le researcher is that the researchers are

more professional and superior to extensionists. Therefore they

think that the research needs should be identified by the

researchers only.

Researchers prefer to conduct research studies on complex

situations	 (example:	 correlation	 between	 different	 levels	 of

Potassium and the pod size s of ,lifferent Bean varieties) rather than

farmers' existing simple re search needs (example: drought tolerant

Bean variety for their loca ity). Many researchers' desire is to write

standard research papers to obtain recognition from local and

international research funding bodies, which would greatly affect

his personal career development.

According to conventional extension approaches, extension workers

have to pump the technology rencrated at the research farms to

the farmers' fields. Within that framework extension programs are

also developed by the senor extension officials for their particular

districts according to the	 needs identified b y the Agricultural

Instructors (with some changes according to senior extensionists'

perceptions) and the new recommendations given by the research

division. Extension programs are planned at the district levels and

passed on to the field level for implementation.
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However, extension workers cannot put the blame only on the

researchers. Designing of extension programs to suit the different

farming communities is a primary responsibility of the extension

service. On the other hand, there is a lack of attention given to

improving the lot of small farmers in rural areas.

4. Less effective extension methods;

As an accepted extension 1)rinciple, extension workers should select

average farmers for their E xtensiDn activities. But in practice, most

of those selected farmers are progressive farmers. Agricultural

Instructors wish to select progressive farmers, because, then they

can show their progress in their extension field activities. Research

and development program are often undertaken without having

small farmers in mind or N vithou r_ knowing much about them.

The formal extension pane rn in Sri Lanka is focused on selected

commodities such as rice and some other food crops. This approach

is mainly innovation centred. Many extension programs are

initiated by extension workers who organise and conduct

educational programs i)r farmers to teach them modern

agriculture. Frequently they carry out farmer training classes,

sometimes carry out and demonstrate the innovations they plan to

teach. Its function is prilmirily in terms of technology transfer from

outside to the farmers' fie Ids. In time, however, the extensionists

realise that few farmers are :Actually adopting the innovations

being taught. Extension workers also incorporate more practical

demonstrations, audio- \ isual teaching aids, and farmer

participation in their trail ing classes. They substitute field days
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and field demonstrations for classroom sessions. And most

importantly, they decide to supplement the regular training with

extension work in the villages. The inherent problem that

undermines this system is its insufficient appreciation of farmers'

circumstances. Rather thar starting from farmers' real situations,

and their constraints, it starts from outside packaged innovations,

to be introduced into the socio-economic context of a rural farm

which may not fit the existing conditions.

The extension workers' experience is that farmers' voluntary

participation	 in	 extension	 ed Jcational	 sessions	 are	 minimal.

Bunch119851 argues that once farmers begin to try out the new

technology and find it sticcessi ul, more and more demands for

training arise.

Therefore a useful operational distinction should be made with

regard to the farmer ceitred approach to the extension. The

extension programs must bc designed  to grow up enthusiasm of the

farmers.

5. Attitudes of professionals

Most professionals whetl- er the y are researchers or extension

workers, think that they are 01c only experts in the field. They

have studied for several years in the Universities, have done

sophisticated agricultural research and have written numbers of

articles, some are experien2ed in well developed Western Countries

(no one likes to get experience from developing countries even

though the technologies are more relevant to theirs) also. Their
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mind is always to teach people, to pass the technology from them to

the "uneducated" (as they think) farmers. They assume that they

know what farmers want and need but are often wrong. Very

rarely do professionals realise that farmers are also "experts" and

"educated" in their disciplines.

Chamberst 19901 explains a stud y carried out in Western India in

1987. The purpose was to understand whether the scientists, often

blamed for ignoring farmcrs' innovations, were really unaware of

them. A number of scir ntists participated in the study from

different disciplines in the field of agriculture. The people who

conducted the study asked the scientists to narrate any farmers'

practices which had intrigt ed them.

The main method of eliciting information was to interview the

scientists with the help of a structured schedule of questions.

Several variables may influence the way in which a research

community perceives the knowledge of peasant farmers, including

scientist's values, assumptions about the nature of scientific

knowledge, dislike of sim )le technological alternatives, unjustified

assumptions about the	 . armer s' constraints and opportunities

1Sanghi,19871	 and	 the	 urba 1	 'tarmac'	 and	 related	 biases

[Chambers,19901. Some t y pical responses of scientists regarding

farmers' innovation and pnLctices were reported as follows.

- "Old farming practices are 	  well tested. But a practice which

was simple and good 50 - 100 years hack may not be good in

present	 circumstances.	 Ever y	farmer's	 practice	 needs	 to

change 	 with time."
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- "Farmers are not main aining, any record so when asked for

previous practices they couldn't recall the actual performance."

- "I have not noted any interesting farming practice."

- "Use of less seed and fertiliser than the recommended quantity."

- "Moisture conservation practices are not adequate in rainfed

areas."

- "Some farmers do not til the Fields during the 	  because of

the belief that soil will catch cold if ploughed then."

- "Sowing of seeds of some crops mixed with fertiliser."

-	 "Farmers follow up-and-d	 n cultivation methods without

consideration of slope, so tl ere is a risk of soil and water erosion."

- "Growing of mustard in criss-cross sowing in the gram crop."

- "Use of traditional plough for deep sowing of grain by camel."

- "In some villages farmer; use a blade hoe for preparation of the

seedbed. It is a very useful implement as it saves time, labour and

at the same time conserves moisture."

It should be noted that the scientists have rarely
investigated the reasons for the practices they mentioned.
Thus the science underlying rational practices and the

myths behind not-so- scientific practices have not been
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understood. We want ID state unambiguously that the mere

documentation of peasa it practices is riot enough. We have
to identify the scientifi,: basis of peasant practices and link

it with their rationality. This view is linked to our plea that

science should be trar sferred to the farmer and not just
technology, so he know; the reasons for what is done and is

better placed to improve his practice IChambers,19901.

Before launching any additional activities to increase farmer

participation in the exteru;ion field, it is absolutely essential to

obtain the support and understanding of not only the farming

population, but also, and more particularly, the government

officials concerned with the research, extension, and other relevant

agencies.

PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH APPROACH AS A VEHICLE FOR

AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION IN SRI LANKA

THE VALUE OF INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE

Today agricultural extensic nists or researchers do not pay enough

attention to the indigenous knowledge of rural farmers. Indigenous

knowledge can be described as the collection of knowledge and

experience of the farmi N; communities that form the basis for

decisionmaking in a situation of problems or challenges. Farming

communities have sophistic tted ways of looking at the world. They

have local names for mm ny d fferent kinds of plants, ways to
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diagnose and control animal and plant diseases, and methods to

crop fertile and infertile soils. This knowledge has accumulated

over many decades. Agricultural practitioners must have both

philosophical and practical interest in indigenous knowledge.

Extension's philosophy is to help people identify their own

problems and opportunities, and then to find practical,
research-based information that will help them overcome

the problems and take advantage of opportunities (Vines,

19761.

Extension workers should listen carefully to what farmers have to

say, and make an effort to understand situations and potential

interventions from their perspective. On a practical level this has

immediate benefits: when people know that the extension worker

is genuinely interested in their views and respectful of what they

think, they are more likel / to share information and listen to the

extension worker in return And, in the future, any intervention or

project which is based on the interest of the local population will

succeed in its objectives more than one which is based purely on

outsider perceptions.

In some cases extension activities may he able to build from a rich

base of knowledge which already exists. In others, the extension

may seek to change tradii ional ways of doing things which have

negative consequences. E /en then, unless the extension worker

understands why people were doing what they were doing before,

the extension worker will have trouble persuading them to do

things differently.
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Of course, traditional agriculture itself can be seen as the long-term

outcome of technologies developed by villagers or disseminated by

villagers. Small farmers have proven themselves capable of

developing new kinds of technology. Even though technology is

introduced by the agricultural practitioners, farmers absorb it

according to their problems and needs which were not foreseen by

the specialists. The role of agricultural extension should be to

facilitate farmers in innovation development in the farmers' fields.

An example can he demonstrated from the rural agricultural

extension in Sri Lanka. In the I 980s, the extension workers

introduced a new variety el bushy type legume tree crop in an up

country area, as a legume for crop rotation in vegetable growing

fields. The researchers recommended it as a nutrient pump because

farmers used an overdose of fertiliser on highly economical

vegetable crops to maximi e the profits. But the scientific problem

was infiltrating excess nutr ents in to the soil. Deep rooted legumes

can absorb infiltrated nutrients which cannot he absorbed by the

vegetables. Researchers recommended to cut foliar harvest after

three or four months, and to mix it with the soil in order to recycle

wasted nutrients.

Training staff maintained the legume crop in the training fields as

demonstrations to the exte Ision workers as well as to the farmers

in the area. Extension workers conveyed the message to the

farmers. But, the farmers' response was different. They cultivated

that legume crop in the borders of the vegetable fields, instead

cultivating in the field. They used the leaves as a mulch on

vegetables to conserve moisture in the soil ( when leaves decay,
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nutrients would be released in to the soil ) as well as an additional

dairy cattle food. Farme -s' main purpose was not to recycle

nutrients, provide mulch, o- grow cattle food, hut, to obtain stakes

from the legume, to u ;e as support for bean and tomato

cultivations, because shom.ge of stakes was a crucial problem in

the area. Before that, farmers had to buy and transport stakes from

far away. Another advantae of the crop observed by the farmers

was that birds were attracted to the legume trees and they fed on

insect pests of the vegetable crop also. Therefore the new

technology was profitable for the farmer, although the way of

adapting the technology	 was different. They changed the

technology according to their needs.

These types of experience demonstrate that indigenous knowledge

could be utilised effectively in developing appropriate technology.

In short, to ignore indigenous knowledge is not only arrogant and

wasteful, it is also counterproductive. Some examples of indigenous

knowledge practices which proved important in recent agricultural

extension in Sri Lanka are:

Non-toxic pest control is used in Sri Lanka when wild rabbits are

wiping out farmers' bean crops. Farmers collect rabbit dung and

cow dung, and dissolve th ;m in water. Farmers spread the mixture

around the borders of the )ean l ields. This local technology is well

adopted by the farmers to eliminate the rabbit problem.

Likewise, some farmers ( I Sri Lanka put human hair which is

collected from barber's sLloons, in several places around potato

crops to protect potato tubers from wild boar. Some farmers hang
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cheap white polythene sheets up to knee height, on the fence

around the potato field iistead of putting human hair. Farmers'

experience is that wild boar do not jump over the white polythene.

Sri Lankan farmers store bean seeds for about 6 - 8 months as

planting material for the coming season. The DOA recommends to

mix seeds with a particular insecticide powder to protect them

from weevil attack. But, many farmers do not use insecticide,

instead they use dried !item leaves which are locally available.

They chop the dry leaves and then mix it with the seeds. They

believe that indigenous seed treatment is effective for the period

that they want to keep seeds. Extensionists also realise that local

treatment is effective.

Hundreds of these types of innovations could be found from the

peasant farming communil ies. Rut recognition for them is rare.

Recognition of farmers' knowledge and innovative capacity does not

necessarily mean that they do not need extension services. Rather,

it points to needs to improve the interaction between extensionists

and	 local people to reverse and balance conventional 'top-down'

communication and to ove -come gaps and miscommunication.
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TECHNOLOGY FOR THE FARMER/TECHNOLOGY BY THE

FARMER

Agricultural research and extension are done by separate divisions

of the DOA. Researchers c o research often in their research farms.

As discussed in Chapter Two and in the first part of this chapter,

some research trials are repeated in farmers' fields to check

whether the research findings	 generated at research farms -

are the same in particular localities. Farmers maintain these

adaptive research trial plots according to instructions given by the

research/extension.	 In ccnducti ng this research, usually field

extension workers assist the researchers. Assisting research officers

in adaptive research is a .ole of the extension worker. He has to

coordinate the farmer and the researcher.

The rural farmer doesn t see much difference between the

extension worker and the researcher. Therefore, the farmer expects

instructions from the Agr cultural Instructor also because, he/she

has more contacts with the rural farmer than the researcher. When

the period of the T&V system was in full force, agricultural

extension workers were in /olved in the work of adaptive research

with researchers. But since the late 1980s the adaptive research

program has not operated properly. The research division says that

the reason is lack of suppc rt from the extension division.

Farmers	 have	 an	 impc rtant	 role	 in	 agricultural	 research.

Chambers[ 19901 states that it may lead to two questions. First,

what is the empirical, as opposed to romantic or emotional, basis
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for elevating farmers to an equal partnership in research

development? Second, how do you match up the comparative

advantages of each class of specialists (scientists and farmers) in a

truly meaningful way?

According to Chambers, two kinds of evidence can be used to

demonstrate the importani;e of matching farmers' concerns and

innovative capabilities with scientific methods. One kind pertains to

long-term contributions of farmers to modern agriculture; the other

is specific recent innovations (or research methods) in which

farmers have played a par

The scepticism about farmers' knowledge and potential

contribution stems from an honest appraisal on the part of many

dedicated scientists. Researchers simply have not seen hard

evidence to prove or disapprove its existence and value. This is

partly because farmers seldom record their accomplishments in

writing, they do not write papers on their discoveries. As a result,

the history of agriculture is written without reference to the main

innovators in the long-term process of technological change.

The increasing realisation, supported by empirical evidence, is that

many traditional practices used by small farmers for generations

are sound and should be Freserved (Jodha 1978; Navarro, 1977).

It appears that a farm lcvel research and extension approach is

worthwhile whereby farmers, agricultural research and extension

teams work together to diagnose, design, modify and improve

farming systems in a local area.
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According to the principles of participatory research, all those

involved in research partijpate in the design, deli very and the

decisions about the research. Unlike conventional research,

participatory research essentially empowers people to understand

their problems, resources, And knowledge to utilise these for their

development.

HOW PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH APPROACH COULD BE

APPLIED IN AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION IN SRI LANKA

The existing agricultural	 delivery	 system	 is to complement

conventional agricultural r.searc .-1. The conventional approach has

been 'transfer of technology' In this mode, priorities are

determined by experts, who generate technology to be transferred

through extension services to farmers.

A participatory research approach could reverse this pattern.

Instead of starting with the knowledge, problems, analysis and

priorities of scientists, it starts with the knowledge, problems,

analysis and priorities of armer. and farm families. Instead of the

research station as the main locus of action, it is now the farmers

fields. Instead of the scieni ist as the central experimenter, it is now

the farm family.



According to Budd Hall, he participatory research process should

be based on a system of discussion, investigation and analysis in

which the people are as much a part of the process as the

researchers. Theories basal upon the researcher's involvement

with reality are not devel sped beforehand. Reality is based upon

the process by which a c( mmunity develops theories and solutions

for itself. No step by s ep methodology can be explained for

participatory research. Participatory research approach is against

any	 previously	 designed	 pattern	 of action.	 It	 rejects	 pre-

constructed tools such a; questionnaires or observation sheets

because it is believed ti at information obtained through those

means represents a static F icture of reality.

Participatory research approach starts with the farmer and

provides a link between the farmer and the extension and

agricultural research, thus counterbalancing the more conventional

'top-down' extension 'approach. This new approach has the potential

of providing farmers with an avenue for communicating their

needs, both to extension a id research workers.

The primary aim is to increase the productivity of the rural small

farm in the context of the entire range of personal and societal

goals. Productivity can he improved through development and

application of appropriate technology. The participatory research

approach views the rural farm and the farming household or

consumption unit--which i1 the case of small farmers are often

synonymous--in a comprehensive manner. It also recognises inter-

relationships between the natural and human environments. The

research	 process	 devote s	 explicit	 attention	 to	 the	 whole
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farm/household and the constraints on the achievement of these

goals.

THE PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH TEAM

As discussed earlier, at pn!sent, all the decisions are taken by the

professional staff whether In extension or agricultural research. But

now, according to particiRatory research the first person is the

farmer. The word "farm( r" should be used not only for the

dominant male farmer, but to refer to the farm family, with special

reference to the poor and t ) women, who are most often left out of

present extension development "3 rog,rams.

The team make-up will vary according to the types of field

programs, availability of ';tiff, and which field activity is being

undertaken. For the field participatory team, farmers, extension

workers (Assistant director of Agriculture, Subject Matter Officers,

and Agricultural Instruct( rs ), and agricultural research workers

should	 essentially	 be	 i icludcd.	 Participation	 of	 agricultural

researchers are essential 	 specially at the beginning of an

agricultural project to identify farmers' technical problems and

farmers' research prioriti When agricultural researchers are

involved in the particip story research study they can easily

identify farmers' innovative capabilities and also reasons as to why

their research recommendations are not well adopted on rural

farms.
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Villagers who live within the farming community, social

scientists(may be Agricultural Economist in the area) if available,

Village Headmen, and of ter people who are involved in rural

agriculture would be useful on the team. Where livestock is

important, an animal scienc e specialist should be part of the team;

where irrigation is practiced, a specialist from that field can be a

key member of the team. However the majority of team members

should be farmers and villagers, not external people. Externals

should be very limited because their role is only to assist as

facilitators. At the initial sage of the research external professional

people's participation is e;sential. Other groups and organisations

become involved with the eam trom time to time such as Farmers'

Organisations, Young Farmers' Clubs, district and provincial

planning and administrative bodies etc. The agricultural extension

officer is the key person of the external professionals, and

therefore his involver lent is required throughout the

implementation.

ROLES OF THE RESEAR ::H TEAM

Freire 119721 points out that initially, rural people have a feeling of

fundamental inability to influence the forces shaping their lives.

Even if a number of people are similarly placed in oppressive social

relations of production, t icy may not perceive themselves as a

group. Therefore the role of the extension worker should be to
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develop a group and a sense of solidarity, whilst together they

research what the processes are and work out how to act

collectively to take more control of their own lives. Their aim is to

create space for alternativ	 development under their own control.

Moser [19861 describes this as initially gaining a share of power

with authorities, and then Tansferring power to the groups.

The participatory research team has different roles in the research

study. It has to identify the problems and needs of the community,

available resources, existing practices carried out by the farmers,

and solutions to overcome their problems according to their

knowledge and	 experier ce.	 Planning	 of future	 agricultural

development programs arc also done by the field participatory

research team.

Farmers' needs are the b ises of extension educational programs.

Finding those needs certa nly requires the involvement and input

of those who share the needs. The extension worker cannot judge

farmers' needs as an outsider. Also, he cannot collect their needs

like a shopping list in a short discussion with farmers. Spoken

needs may not necessarily be the, actual ones; often there are real

or imaginary reasons fo - concealing the truth. This may be

particularly the case in small communities, where there will be

strong pressure for farm( rs to conform, especially in front of

unfamiliar external people or extension workers. Differences may

only emerge when farmers feel confident enough to he able to

speak their own minds.
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Situation analysis is an effort to identify needs, gaps or conditions

that exist between what is and what should be -- or between what

is and that which is note desirable. In developing an effective

extension program, the ext mision worker should consider the needs

of the farmers as well A s the conditions or situations in the

environment that might reflect problems or needs. In one sense,

extensionists have to re p pond to farmer's need and problems

synonymously.

All the activities that help farmers meet their needs for

educational, agricultural, economic, social, political and moral well-

being require some degree of analysis. But the common conception

of analysis and planning is a development process to be undertaken

by farmers and extensio	 workers to meet specific needs or

problems in the field of ar riculture.

Situation analysis should b2 an	 ssential part of extension program

development	 process.	 "'he	 tasks	 of	 thoroughly	 analysing

information about the farmer should be done by farmers

themselves with the support of extension workers. It will lead to

programs that do contribut to teal extension needs. The extension

agent's and other external professional's challenge and

responsibility is to facilitate the farmers to have an adequate basis

for determining what the present situation is and what it ideally

should be.
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WHEN SHOULD PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH TEAM CARRY

OUT ITS FIELD ACTIVITIES

Participatory research study or as a part of it, need assessment

cannot be done in few minutes time or within one day. It is a

continuing process. Over a period of time, dialogue must be

established and with and between those who probe and dig real

facts, finally getting at tI e root causes of problems, rather than

simply considering symptorls as real problems.

In	 the initial	 stages	 of an	 agricultural	 extension	 project,	 a

participatory research study would he done to collect necessary

information about farmers and the situation in the area. Extension

workers should give suffici ant attention to this initial study as it is

very important to make i:orreci decisions. Agricultural extension

depends on the available appropriate technology. As explained in

the first part of this clmpter, one of the major weaknesses of

existing	 agricultural	 extension	 deli very	 system	 rs	 that	 the

technology introduced to the farmer is mostly not appropriate for

the farmer's situations.	 Therefore, to overcome this constraint

agricultural	 researchers' partic i ration 	 is essential	 for the	 initial

study. Then the researcher; and farmers can identity the technical

problems of the particular locality. Other necessary subject

specialists would be participating according to the requirements of

the study. Thereafter, prior to each agricultural season, the

extension staff has to facilitate farmers in conducting a

participatory study to identify and prepare extension plans for the

coming season. Experience gained from the past season would be
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greatly	 helpful	 in developing, the	 next extension	 program.

Throughout	 the	 season	 extension	 workers'	 and	 farmers'

participation should be continued.

WHERE IS THE VENUE

According to existing exte nsion system extension workers prepare

extension plans at their re:ional or district offices, and agricultural

researchers also make thei - research plans at the research station.

Participatory research ap p roach is against previously designed

action plans. This should )e started with the farmer and from the

rural small farm. Priorities are determined by the farmer. External

members of the participatory research team have to go to

particular locality for the research study. Then only can they

realise the real situation. After the participatory research team

collects necessary information, farmers decide the extension and

research priorities according; to their problems and needs. Extension

workers' activities of far Tier group discussions, farmer training

programs, and demonstrations will he conducted mainl y in the

village, not in the training centres. Agricultural researchers will

also conduct their many research trials in farmers' fields with

farmers and the extension workers.
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INFORMATION COLLECTION AND ANALYSING

Local people have a tremendous capacity to collect data, analyse it,

use it and present it for :aking decisions -- extensionists have to

assist farmers in this regard. The participatory research team will

conduct transect walks, i iterviews with other villagers, observe

and produce simple plans, reveal technologies, evaluate

technologies and monitor performance. It is important to let

villagers carry out this p r ocess on their own in the absence of

outsiders. This facilitates a generic build up of analytical capacities.

The following should be iaken into account in carrying out local

participatory research study:

(a) Constraints in the currant farming situation should be identified

with farmers. This informi lion is used to design, test and extend

extension and research pr )grams to improve the situation. These

programs are then assessec by applying evaluation criteria derived

from farmer conversation.

(b) The farm household is central to the research process. It must

be a farmer's system de\ elopment. This concept emphasises the

important role	 that tht	 farmer's knowledge, derived	 from

experience and traditiona experimentation has in the process.

Farmers' involvement in t ie process increases the possibility that

improved systems will address farm level problems. The role of the

farmer is maximised and reality in the extension and research

process is ensured by minimising demonstrations and research on
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them on the farmers' field ;. When conducting agricultural research,

initially, the researcher(or the extension worker as researcher

instructed) manages field trials; later the farmer provides this

input through farmer testi lg. And the value of on-farm research

can also be enhanced by hvolving extension personnel.

(c) In evaluating programs, professional staff must understand the

multi-utilisation of resot rces and the rural household as a

production and consumption unit, in order to ensure that

evaluation criteria will be 7 .elevant to the rural household.

(d) The process is recor nised as dynamic and interactive and

emphasises linkages between the farmer, extension worker, and

researcher.

(e) This provides a feedbLck mechanism for shaping priorities for

extension as well as for b isic and commodity research programs at

the research farms.

This participatory research apprcach does not mean that scientists'

station research or laborfory research is neglected. But, those

research activities would t . e minimised and researchers encouraged

to conduct research in rulers' fields where possible. Then the

resources could be released for participatory research work also.

On-station and in-laboratory basic investigations, will always be

needed for highly technic al experiments, and experiments which

have to be carried out L rider specific conditions such as tissue

culture and breeding programs. Participatory research is used since

it carries a sense of a mutually supporting pattern of concepts,
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analysis,	 methods	 and	 1,ehavi ,:imr.	 It	 postulates	 that	 farmers'

knowledge and inventiveness and scientists can and should be

partners in the real and full sense of that word in the research and

extension process.

VALUE OF PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH APPROACH

In contrast, the participatory research approach gives the small

farmer, a "voice' ? in tailoring extension and research priorities, both

in technology development and evaluation, to his needs. The small

farmer becomes the eel tral figure in the extension/research

process. In extension to ( ate there has been little communication

between the small farmer and the researcher.

Small farmers draw on ttaditional skills and experience in their

farming. By ignoring these skills, extensionists and researchers

have often cut themselves off from valuable sources of knowledge.

As a result, considerable iime is spent in repeatedly seeking new

strategies.

When farmers participate in identifyin, and analysing their

situation, and plan progra ns for them by themselves they would

build up their capabilities. They will think that they are also

responsible and valuable items in the society. Then they will be

encouraged more and mort in seeking and testing new discoveries.

They will understand that the extension program is theirs and does

not belong to the extew ion worker. Therefore, they would be
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enthusiastic in implementing the programs.

To bring about agriculture 1 development there needs to be good

linkages among farmers, extension agents and researchers. This

process provides an excellent opportunity for bringing together

those three elements. Small farmers would be empowered enabling

them to organise for action or to share resources.

One of the main advantages is that extension services, which are

faced with limited extensi .)n personnel, can address a number of

farmers effectively.

POSSIBLE PROBLEMS AND LIMITATIONS

Though a participatory rese arch approach could be seen as a sound

mechanism to helping the rural poor to develop agricultural

productivity, several cow traints would be made in translating

ambitious plans into effec • ive action. The following problems and

limitations could be met when agricultural extension field staff put

into practice a participa -ory research approach in agricultural

extension in Sri Lanka:
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(a) Difficulty of finding the right team;

Well trained and enthusiastic extension workers and agricultural

researchers are needed as team members to conduct participatory

research effectively. At present, DOA's and PDOA's field workers'

experience and technical N. now how is minimal in the field of

participatory research.

(b) Conducting	 the	 p rocess too	 quickly	 may	 lead	 to

superficiality;

Participatory research appr)ach could be discredited by over-rapid

adoption and misuse of pr y ctices. Rushing the research process may

be dangerous. It would be directed to incomplete information and

to incorrect decisions. Much of the rational for participatory

research has been to make time for the poorest farmers, to learn

from them. Haste, and lack of commitment may make errors.

(c) Raising expectations in the community;

Where the participatory research approach is carried out, people

may expect direct benefits such as dry rations, incentives, credit

loans, subsidies, etc. When several officers visit a remote area for

an official matter, people' ; general picture is that the y can have

'something' from the outsiders, because, many non-government

organisations' development it programs provide various things for

the poor people as incentives	 in order to increase their

participation in the program. But, this is not a principle of

participatory research. TI erefore, the extension worker has to
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explain to the people the )bjectives of the forthcoming program --

for changing their attitude s, before commencing the participatory

research study.

(d) Lack of effective links with agricultural researchers;

At present, agricultural re >earchers' contacts with farmers are not

adequate. Researchers' attitt de is that 'dealing with the farmer' is a

job for extension workers, theirs is only generating technology and

passing them on to extens on staff. Therefore, they do not have a

desire to spend much time with farmers. Researchers must interact

with farmers to identify farmers'	 research	 priorities. In

implementing	 participatory	 research	 in	 rural	 agriculture,

researchers' attitudinal change is essential.

Insufficient linkage betw :en extension and research may also

affect participatory research when extension workers practice it

with rural farming communities. The agricultural researcher is an

essential element in this e cercise.

(e) Lack of time for the people;

Small farmers who are t le subject of participatory research are

most often vitally involved in the process of agricultural production

as their means of gaining t living. When they do not have work in

their own farms, many of them hire their labour for earning money

for their daily needs or sometimes, help other colleagues in their

farming activities. 'Exchanging labour' is a traditional characteristic

in the rural farming soviet} in Sri Lanka. Such a practice may leave
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little time and energy for extensive participation in participatory

research and other extensi( n activities.

(f) Limited budget;

Budgetary constraint is a considerable obstacle in carrying out

extension services through participatory approach. For example, the

number of visiting days fcr Agricultural Instructors' Als1 to project

areas may be more than twenty clays per month, but the outstation

allowances might cover onl ten to twelve days, for fuel, allowance

would be enough for eight to ten days of travel according to the

present extension administ -ative set up. In addition, a budget is

needed for holding field day; for the farmers coming from

adjoining villages to exchar ge experiences. Again, no such sufficient

budget is allocated; the AF have to spend out of their own pockets

for minimal hospitalities -- supplying tea, and so forth.

If the approach is wrong )articipatory research will not work. The

right attitudes and behaviour are key elements to the success of

participatory research app-oach.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

INTRODUCTION

This research	 study ha ; identified	 various weaknesses and

constraints in existing agricultural technology delivery and

technology generation(extension and research) systems which

influence rural agricultur tl development in Sri Lanka. It has

explored the principles an:1 practice of participatory research and

their application in Sri nka and similar developing countries to

evaluate the usefulness (1 participatory research approaches in

overcoming prevailing we tknesses and constraints in maximising

farmers' active participatio -1 in Agricultural extension programs for

rural small farmer development.
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FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

The study draws attention to the following areas for strengthening

in order to make the ex ting, agricultural extension system more

effective and more efficient. Several major constraints for the low

farmer participation in agri:,.ultura I extension activities in Sri Lanka

are being identified.

At present, farmers' agricu tural  extension needs are identified by 

the extension workers themselves on behalf of the farmers. 

Therefore, the first step in agricultural extension program planning

has been directed to a w -ong way. On the other hand extension

workers always make attempts to pump "new technology" to the

farmer. Even though • he introduced technology is new,

recommendations may not  he relevant to the farmer. According to

the principles of participltory research the 'technology transfer'

concept is rejected. If the recommendations are not consistent with

circumstances of the farm( r, those recommendations would not be

adopted by the farmer. Needs of  the people should he identified by

the people who need th,. change. They can create alternative

avenues to get rid of their constraints.

Many problems arise in ag -icultural extension due to the 'top down' 

approach of agricultural extension and research services. At

present, all the decisions on agricultural extension and research

activities are made by th( . "experts" ( extensionists and scientists).

The opportunity given tc the farmer, for making decisions in

agricultural extension an(	 research programs, is very little or
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almost nil. Participatory researchers have proved that the poorest

farmers' participation is essential in the design, the delivery and 

also in making decisions  for development programs for the people.

Professionals have to facilitate this process of 'bottom-up' approach

in rural development.

As an accepted extension principle, extension workers have to use

average farmers as demonstrators for the field demonstrations. But,

for the demonstrations and adaptive research trials, selected

farmers are always progressive farmers, not average farmers.

Extension workers and als,) researchers select progressive farmers 

for their field demonstraticn and field research work, in order to

receive approximate results to the original results which have been 

obtained at the research farms. Mostly the 'average farmer' is the

poor farmer. He is alwa) s neglected in the existing agricultural

development programs. I\ eglected poor farmers also have to be

empowered with their kno 'ledge, experience and ability, to escape

from the poverty.

Most professionals, whether they are extension workers or

researchers, believe that  :hey are the only experts in the field of

agriculture. Professionals'  attitude is that farmers are not mature 

enough(in modern agriculture)  to understand new technology.

Therefore, they wish to teach farmers everything about new

technology. But this is not the reality. Mostly, an agricultural

innovation is based on a 'search' of the farmer. 'Expert' does 're-

search' of it in a different version, and publishes the discoveries as

his own search. The 'expe rt' never talks or writes about how the

particular innovation was :leveloped or initiated. Poor farmers are
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also rich in farming experi( nces,  and are 'specialists' in their own 

discipline. Indigenous knowledge is very important and valuable in

village extension planning s wel as in implementation.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

The following recommendations for implementation are made on

the basis of the findings cl the study. Although these findings are

particularly pertinent to tl-e literature review and to the author's

perceptions, generalisations can be made from this study to the

village level general agricultural extension and research practices

to recommend change in order to increase farmers' active

participation in village lev( I agricultural extension activities

(a) Preliminary Workshops for Key Positions of the DOA

and the PDOA;

The introductory step in changing extension practices would be to

change negative attitudes t ) the knowledge base of the rural poor.

Rural poor farmers are also experts in their own discipline, and

therefore, the farmers are capable of making plans for their own

agricultural development with minimal support from agricultural

extension and research sta

Negative attitudes held by agriculturists are a major restraining

force in the implementation of participatory research approaches.
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Therefore, firstly Senior officers of the DOA and the PDOA

(including extensionists an 1 scientists), other officials who make

decisions in allocating funds for extension and research activities,

have to be convinced that the rural poor farmers are also rich in

agricultural knowledge whit h they practice in their day-to-day life.

Priorities should be given to the farmers' agendas first in making

and implementing developn ental plans for rural development, as a

basic principle of participatory research. Extensionists and

researchers have to cater • o farmers' real needs, and development

plans should be prepared by farmers themselves with assistance of

agricultural practitioners.

Therefore, there is a strong need to change the ways of approaching

rural farmers in rural agricultural extension and research activities.

It is proposed that this at itudinal changes in 'experts'(extensionists

and scientists) would happen by a seminar/workshop in which the

key positions of the DOA nd the PDOA will explore the importance

of the	 participatory	 research	 approaches	 in	 extension	 and

agricultural	 research	 activities,	 and	 they	 would	 hopefully

encourage and support them- subordinate officers in this regard.

(b) Building Up Specialised Training Teams;

Well trained and enthw iastic external resource personal are

essential to introduce the new approach to agricultural extension.

The DOA and the PDOA must formulate training teams with the

help of participatory research specialists to carry out participatory

research in rural agricultural extension and research activities. Not

only extension, but researc 1 workers should also be included in the
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training teams in order to build up team spirit in this effort. These

teams could be utilised to initiate the new approach and to train

other field workers in how to conduct participatory research in

identifying extension needs of the people and also to implement

agricultural extension programs for the development of rural poor.

An important feature in participatory research in extension is its

interdisciplinary nature. Multi disciplinary people(farmers,

extension workers, researef ers in different subject areas including

social research) are workin a together on common tasks -- assisting

farmers to increase their produci:ivity -- and come up with better

results. Therefore, a training workshop in team building is very

important for the training teams(as well as the field staff) to build

collaboration teams for tht success of participatory research work

in rural communities. In m effective participatory research team,

joint work assignments are the rule.

(c)	 Introducing	 Participatory	 Research	 Approaches	 in

Agricultural Extension and Research;

Stage 1: Creating Awa -eness for the Field Workers

The extension and research staff should he aware of the need for a

new strategy in agricultu -al ex tension and research. A detailed

pamphlet should be provided for them by the specialised training

team) which includes in for Illation on the need for a new strategy,

participatory research approaches for rural agriculture

development, methods, an 1 practical applications of participatory

research.	 This	 would	 he	 hclpfu I	 in	 providing	 a	 learning
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environment for forthcomii g workshops.

Stage 2: Workshops o i Participatory Research Approaches

In-service training works lops should be organised to change

extension and agricultural research field workers' negative

attitudes towards farmers' knowledge and to provide them with

detailed information about the participatory research approach.

This would give all extens on and research workers the opportunity

to discuss procedures, advantages, limitations, and alternatives to

overcoming possible constraints. This step will strengthen links

between extension and research field workers which is essential to

applying participatory reset rch a p proaches in the rural community.

Extension	 and	 research	 field	 workers	 should	 have	 skill

development in participatory research in order to implement this

strategy in their working areas in the near future. Therefore, in-

service training programs should be directed to achieve this

objective also. These tra ring programs would enable them to

practice participatory resea:ch techniques in the field as exercises.

External support will ha-e to he provided by the specialised

training team. One of the selected villages could he used for field

exercises. In these training workshops extension and research staff

would undergo professiona development in areas such as the use

of a humanist approach, group work, self exploratory practices,

exploring attitudes.



(d) Making Related Agencies Aware

A seminar would be condu,:ted for the heads of related government

and non-government organisations in the area to explain the

procedures of new approaches, and why it is important, in order to

obtain their support for tie proposed extension activities in the

area. The extension services of the DOA and the PDOA need services

from other agencies, for th,;ir field activities. The Agrarian Services

Department and private sector distributes agricultural inputs

among the farming commu pities. The Rural Development Bank and

other commercial banks provide credit facilities for the farmers for

their farming activities. Crop Insurance Board provides insurance

coverage if there is crop damage in an insured field. Some foreign,

or local funding organisations provide financial assistance for rural

development activities. Making such institutions aware of proposed

extension approaches, would be helpful to maximise their services

in implementing the new s /stem in the extension field.

(e) Resources for Part icipai ory Research.

The problem of allocating sufficient funds for these extension

approaches must he addressed. The DOA's and PDOA's current

requirements are just enot.gh fcr the existing extension practices,

but these do not allow for proposed extension programs. The

administration will need to explore possibilities for allocating more

funds for professional dev .lopment of field staff as well as other

expenses to cover the field activities. Participatory research would

replace much of the static) i research normally done at the research

farms, thus resources could be shifted from research stations to
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participatory research work.

If the budget of the DOA or the PDOA is a barrier to covering the

expenses of the new appro ches, it is an alternative to consult non-

government organisations to tackle the financial problem. As an

example, District Integrated Rural Development Project (a long-

term operating internation 11 funding body, established for rural

development in Sri Lank.) would be able to supply additional

funds in this regard. Acc ording to the author's knowledge and

experience gained working with this project, the Rural Development

Project has sufficient fun( s, and is willing to assist in peoples'

participatory rural development programs. A basic principle of this

project is that rural development programs must always be people-

based rather than 'expert' based. There are also other non-

government agencies engag,N-_i in this type of development program.

(f) Implementation of the New Approach;

Stage 1: Pilot Project areas

At the beginning of the new rural extension/research system, it is

proposed to practice it \ /ith i n a few project areas rather than

applying the system in every location. The field staff would be able

to manage the system to their maximum capacity while exposing

field workers and farmers o the new system.
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Stage 2: Evaluation of the Program

While the program is being; carried out, the extension and research

program should be evaluated by the rural people, extension, and

research workers who pan icipate in the program. Progress could

not be measured in numbers. Rural people's socio-economic impact

should also be considerei in evaluating the program. Several

meetings and workshops may have to he conducted to discuss the

program and to draw better ideas for improving the ongoing

program.

Stage 3: Expanding the Project areas

With adjustments as a result of feedback it is recommended to

expand the coverage under the new system to implement

participatory research pproaches generally in agricultural

extension and research in order to maximise active farmer

participation in rural agrict lture development in Sri Lanka.

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY

The majority of rural people in Sri Lanka are farmers. The

agricultural extension service	 s the main channel for linking

improved	 agricultural	 technology	 and	 the	 farmers	 but

dissemination of 'agricultural technology to a large and widely

dispersed farming popuL Lion is an enormous task, and also
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requires the services of a large number of skilled extension

workers. Sri Lanka does not have such a large number of extension

workers at present and as a result, the ratio of extension worker to

the number of farm families that need to be served is too large to

permit systematic and sustained interpersonal communication on a

regular basis. The difficulty is further compounded by various

weaknesses in existing e :tension approaches. Because of these

difficulties and problems, it has become imperative to look for

alternative strategies for rural agricultural extension to supplement

and complement the efforts of e::tension services.

Different social barriers ai e interrelated with Sri Lankan farmers'

lives. They are exploited &Id exc luded by different forces that keep

them isolated and alienated from each other. Powerless rural

farmers have to get together to overcome existing barriers inter

related with their lives, to be developed themselves. According to

participatory research it is believed that the way to circumvent the

self perpetuating cycle of poverty is to trust the poor to know what

is best for themselves and to Facilitate the application of inputs

after helping the rural poo determine for themselves how they can

remove root causes of thei poverty.

In rural development it is accepted that many rural problems

facing	 rural	 communities	 arise	 from	 the	 government

decisionmaking structure. At present most agricultural extension

projects are formulated by extension workers themselves in

isolation from rural people. It usually follows a 'top down'

approach. In this case, ext .,nsion is unidirectional with the DOA or

the PDOA to the rural farmers who are the passive recipients.
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Under this approach, farmers' involvement in planning of extension

programs is very I imi ted . This traditional approach assumes that

extensionists know what kind of extension activities are in the best

interest of the rural people and therefore the primary function of

extension service is to ed icate the rural farmers as to how they

could follow modern technology to increase their production.

Under all kinds of agricultural systems and in a wide range of

political and economic environments, agricultural research workers

are developing technolog es for small farmers, and extension

workers are attempting to persuade farmers to adopt them.

Unfortunately, however, in Ill LI 11 \ instances these efforts are

inadequate in amount, un'ocussed in direction, and consequently

ineffective. The 'top down' concepts of rural development programs

are failures in Sri Lanka, a ; well as in other developing countries.

A humanistic view of human behaviour sees individuals as active

agents in their environmt nts rither than passive objects to be

researched. Participatory esearchers see 'people as experts' in

their own discipline and also believe that all those involved in

research should participate in the design, the delivery and the

decisions.

Agricultural extension for rural development has become of prime

importance with the current emphasis on creating development

programs which cater to people's actual needs and thereby elicit

their participation in identifying needs of the rural farmers.

People-based development values people. The people imagine what

it will be and they themselves initiate it.
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On the basis of the author;' perceptions and visions, and the views

of the participatory research practitioners, a participatory research

approach has been selected to provide diverse programs to meet

the extension workers' nee:I for continuing development of farmer

participation in agricultural extension and to realise this potential.

Central to participatory research approach is the consideration of

farm family goals, their relation to the generation and adoption of

agricultural technology, and the consequent need for close contact

between extension agents and house hold members -- not only the

male farmers -- within the village community and on the farm.

This extension approach encourages the participation of farm

households in activities and decisionmaking that affects their

future and emphasises the close interaction of various agronomic

systems and commercial n.rm operations.

It is clear that there is h'gh potential for increasing small farmer

participation in agricultu -al extension activities towards rural

agricultural development in Sri Lanka. The author sees a role for

professional development in extension workers' as well as

agricultural research work€ rs' professional lives to work with the

farmers for effective extension and research approaches, and

envisages	 ways	 in	 which	 farmers'	 active	 participation	 in

agricultural extension activities could be greatly increased.

This research study reve Ils that rural farmers' involvement in

identification	 of	 exter lion	 needs,	 appropriate	 technical

recommendations	 in	 farming	 practices	 (therefore,	 farmer
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involvement in agricultural research activities in their own farms),

bottom up approach of extension program planning (by the farmer

and extension worker together), focusing on the production

activities of the whole farm as a system rather than selected

commodity basis approach, and also, more particularly, attitudinal

changes in extension and research workers are some major

strategies	 to	 increase	 s -nall	 farmers'	 active	 participation	 in

agricultural extension in Sr Lanka.
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